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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By: Tom McInodoe

W

elcome to the Fall
Issue of NSA Today.

Inside, you will
find a wealth of information
about our member
organizations highlighting
the accomplishments and
achievements along with
programs and social events that
are valuable to their members.
After reading through this, I think you will be as impressed, as I
am with how each organization utilizes the talents and energy
of their leadership to bring greater value to members. The
same holds true at the national level with NSA. It is in no small
part that each member organization finds success by seeing
first-hand how other organizations have prospered. What’s the
old saying – Good artists borrow, great artists steal! Speaking
for the organization I represent in upstate New York, we have
found tremendous success using ideas and programs we
discovered in NSA.
Strength lies in numbers. Advocating for the rights of
subcontractors by shaping the laws and business practices we
deal with everyday makes us all stronger. While it is on the state
level that most change happens, by sharing on the national
level, we can see what others have been able to accomplish.
And sharing our success stories can inspire others to use similar
strategies to push their own agenda.
As the new President of NSA, I am honored and excited
to have the opportunity to build on the foundation of my
predecessors. We currently have 15-member organizations
which represent nearly 3,500 subcontractors, vendors, and
service providers across the U.S. We offer a vast amount of
learning opportunities in utilizing the platform of the exchange
of information and ideas.
What better way to improve your association, as NESCA has,
than to see how others have found success. Most importantly
at the national level, you won’t need to worry about sharing
any “company secrets” with your competition!

I hope all organizations are planning to attend the Annual NSA
Conference, April 24 -27, 2018, in Tucson, AZ. This
conference is valuable to both leadership and
subcontractors. This is an engaging environment with a
wealth of resources; education, professional development,
networking and socializing; and a commitment to the
subcontractors’ community.
I look forward to seeing everyone at our 2018 Spring
Conference!
Tom McIndoe (NESCA), AM Contracting, LLC
315-491-1010 | tmcindoe@verizon.net
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ISA BUILDING BRIDGES WITH
ARCHITECTS AND OWNERS
process. Earlier this year, the council met with 5 IndianaSA’s GC Council is working to improve construction
delivery by meeting with stakeholders in the construction

based architects representing their firms and AIA Indiana.
Firms participating included CSO Architects, Browning Day
Mullins Dierdorf, BSA Lifestructures, Schmidt Associates, and
Fanning Howey along with Jason Shelley, Executive Director
of AIA Indiana. The initial meeting was viewed as a starting
point to discuss opportunities for collaboration between the
construction/design team and the construction/design/
owner teams. Discussions revolved around project delivery
methods and collaboration best practices. Participants
collectively agreed that involving the primary construction
trades in front-end design and planning was critical to the
success of safety performance, setting a manageable schedule,
and understanding budget requirements. Moving forward, the
council will consider educational programming, creating and
publishing best practices, and data tracking.
Earlier in 2017, the Indiana Construction Roundtable (ICR),
which represents the interest of end users of construction,
invited the council to provide feedback on an ICR program that
would allow owners to collect and validate contractor QA/QC
programs. ICR has issued a QA/QC standard, derived from
industry input companies utilize as a roadmap for developing
a base-level QA/QC program. To measure where contractors
stood with following such a standard, the ICR launched a pilot
validation program with the goal being that owners could
be better ensured that quality defects and rework would be
mitigated on their projects. While members of the council
believe ICR has produced a valuable quality roadmap and
validated the notion that contractors should have a welldeveloped QA/QC program, the council weighed in on the
path forward of this program.

The council issued, with the support of the ISA board, the
following statement:
“ISA leadership supports any initiative that will make the
industry better for members of ISA and their clients. A chance
to raise the level of all quality within the industry will directly
and indirectly benefit all ISA members. Many ISA members
believe that they deliver quality construction overall, while
acknowledging that there is always room for improvement.
ISA members achieve superior quality by investing resources
in training, processes and labor. ISA’s goal is to cooperate with
our clients to provide the end user with the highest value. In
evaluating a request to engage in the ICR Quality Program, the
board of directors and the GC Council wishes ICR to consider
that the highest value is not always the lowest price. Given
that ISA members typically invest more into such important
aspects of business such as safety and quality, ISA members
believe that there should be a competitive advantage and
recognition to such investment. Therefore, the ISA board of
directors and GC Council will support moving forward with
the ICR Quality Program if owners participating clearly define
their expectations and stick to those expectations. If, and
when, expectations are set, but only upheld in certain cases,
the program will only serve as a hurdle and not a true industry
improvement opportunity.”
David Peterson, Chairman of the ISA GC Council, “ISA
members are involved in a significant portion of the
construction completed in Indiana. The ISA GC Council’s goal
is to better align all components of those construction teams –
owners, contractors and design professionals – so we deliver
value while maintaining a viable business climate. These
meetings with owners and architects are a way to promote
conversation and alignment that goes beyond the typical GC/
CM – trade subcontractor relationship.”

THE BEST OF THE BEST
Through NSA, association leaders from across the country come together to share information and ideas to promote
the success of their organizations. This beneficial exchange continues through NSA Today, where we feature the latest
news from NSA members and showcase their “Best of the Best” programs and events to benefit subcontractors.
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MY EMPLOYEES
HAVE GUNS
By: Todd Harpst, Esq. & Monica Wallace, Esq.

I

t’s a known fact that concealed carry permits are being
issued in record numbers. In my home state of Ohio, there
were 158,982 permits issued in 2016, which was about
42,000 more than were issued the year before1. There is also
a lot of fear out there – mostly misplaced – that more CCW
permits equals more potential for incidents of workplace
violence. To get a CCW permit in Ohio, you have to pass a
competency test, obtain 8 hours of instruction with 2 hours of
live-fire and range training, pass a federal NICS background
check, pay a fee and be a permanent resident. This ensures
that individuals who lawfully carry a concealed firearm are
properly trained, prove their competency, and pass a criminal
background check. Good things. Among my fellow Ohio CCW
permit holders, I feel entirely safe knowing what each went
through to get their permit. However, each state differs in their
requirements, but of the states that issue permits, most have
minimum requirements (though some, like New Hampshire,
permit carrying concealed without a permit).
This should not be confused with “open carry,” where an
individual carries a firearm openly on his/her body,without
concealing it. Most states allow open carry without a permit,
but some states, like Illinois, make it illegal. Other states have
permit requirements for open and concealed carry. With
the exception of certain school zones, and federally owned
properties, there are no federal laws that regulate open
and concealed carry. But for those not paying attention to
the subject, there is currently a lobby pushing for a national
concealed carry law. The point – the legalities of carrying
firearms in the workplace are purely local, and employers must
look to the laws in the states where they are located for the
rules. More importantly, it’s the gun owners whose rights are
expanding under these “guns-at-work” laws, and where they
apply, employers have to tread lightly. At present, more than
20 states have such laws.
Now you’re wondering – do I have to allow firearms in the
workplace? If so, what do I do? This article will get you started,
but it is not the final word. Be prepared to talk with your lawyer
about this, because these laws can be nuanced. Further, since
this is an emotional subject, objective legal advice is often the
best strategy for staying compliant.
1

These “guns-at-work” laws have common features: 1) They
allow employees the right to keep a loaded firearm in a
personal vehicle on the employer’s property while restricting
the employer’s right to search the vehicle (“parking lot
laws”); 2) They allow employers to prohibit employees from
actually carrying a gun while at work; 3) They include specific
policy, posting and signage requirements; 4); They prohibit
employers from taking adverse action against employees who
exercise their rights; and 5) They give employers immunity
from civil liability for injuries that result from allowing lawful
possession of firearms.
More specifically, if your state has a “parking lot law,” you
may have to permit your employees to bring guns on to your
property and keep them in a locked vehicle, and you may be
restricted in your ability to search an employee’s personal
vehicle. As of March 2017, Ohio is one of those states where
employers cannot ban CCW permit holders from keeping a
gun in their personal vehicle in the employer’s parking lot.
Most states still allow employers to ban guns from the actual
workplace, but to do so frequently requires specific signage

2016 Ohio’s Concealed Handgun Law – Annual Report, Ohio Attorney
General.
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MY EMPLOYEES HAVE GUNS (story continued from previous page)
or workplace policies. An example of Ohio’s sign requirement
introduced this Article. For those Ohio employers who choose
to prohibit on-the-job carry, displaying the proper signage and
adopting appropriate policies is critical.
Some states treat permit holders as a protected class. In
Kentucky, an employer can be liable for taking adverse action
against an employee for exercising their statutory rights
to carry2. In Indiana, it is illegal for an employer to ask an
employee if they own a gun, or to waive their statutory rights
with respect to firearms as a condition of employment3. In
states without specific statutes, be prepared for common law
wrongful discharge claims if an employee feels as though
they have been terminated for exercising a statutory right with
respect to legally permitted firearm use.
In the majority of states with guns-at-work laws, the statutes
also provide employers with some variation of civil immunity
from injury, death or loss caused by CCW permit holders4. An
employer need not fear allowing permit holders to carry at
work, because the employer gets immunity if something goes
wrong. Keep in mind, these immunities apply only with respect
to permit holders. If a non-permit holder brings a gun to the
workplace to commit a crime, the employer may be subject to
liability under the general laws of negligence, so it’s important
to have a clear policy prohibiting unlawful possession of
firearms.
2
3
4

K.R.S § 237.106.
I.C. 34-28-8-6.
Ohio Rev. Code § 2923.126.
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Most construction work is not done on the employer’s
property, and often crosses state lines from an employer’s
home base. When working at the customer’s location,
subcontractors must be mindful not just of the laws that
apply to that location, but also to any requirements in their
subcontract, as well as any posted policies put in place by
the project owner or upstream contractors. Also, employees
who drive company vehicles can be restricted from carrying in
company vehicles (in most states), though not always in private
vehicles even when on a customer’s property.
This leads to the inescapable conclusion that every employer
needs a policy on guns-at-work. The policy educates the
employees on a topic most don’t fully understand, and
sets specific expectations from which to hold employees
accountable without crossing any legal lines. Whether to
permit guns in the workplace is still a highly personal choice,
and that debate is beyond this article. What’s not up for debate
is the need for employers to inform themselves on the legal
implications of guns-at-work in those states where they do
business, and set compliance policies accordingly.
AUTHORS: Todd A. Harpst is a partner at Harpst Ross, Ltd.
in Akron, OH and serves as Counsel to the Subcontractor’s
Assoc. of Northeast Ohio. He holds an Ohio CCW permit,
a Federal Firearms License, and speaks frequently on this
topic. Monica Wallace is a partner at Harpst Ross, Ltd.,
holds an Ohio CCW permit, and focuses on employment law
and helping employers develop compliance strategies on a
wide variety of subjects including guns in the workplace.
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COURT INVALIDATES
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR’S
OVERTIME RULE
By: Brian L. Benitez
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW

O

n August 31, 2017, Judge Amos Mazzant, District
Court Judge in the Eastern District of Texas, ruled that
the Department of Labor’s proposed new Overtime
Rule is unlawful.
In 1938, Congress enacted the Fair Labor Standards Act which
established the now-familiar structure (for most employees),
broadly described as the existence of a minimum wage,
subject to overtime pay at 150% thereof, for all hours above
40, worked in a given week, by a given employee. However,
since 1938, employees engaged in a “bona fide Executive,
Administrative, or Professional capacity” have been exempt
from the overtime rules (The “EAP Exception”).
Congress did not define “bona fide, executive, administrative,
or professional,” but it did delegate authority to establish such
definitions to the Secretary of Labor (the “Secretary”), who,
in turn, delegated to the Department of Labor (the “DOL”).
Beginning in 2004, the DOL has used a three- part test to
identify individuals subject to the EAP Exception: (i) payment
on a salary basis; (ii) such salary being at least at the minimum
salary level established by regulations (currently $23,660
annually); and (iii) performance of bona fide executive,
administrative, or professional duties, as established by
regulations.
Under the proposed new Overtime Rule, the DOL would have
increased the minimum salary level in its three-part test from
$23,660 annually to $47,476 annually. The clear result would
have been a shift away from the traditional, duties-based
analysis set forth in the statute, because all salaried employees
paid less than $47,476 annually would have been eligible
for overtime, regardless of their job function. Additionally,
the proposed Overtime Rule created an automatic updating
mechanism which would have adjusted the overtimemandatory salary upward every three years, commencing Jan.
1, 2020.
In making his ruling, Judge Mazzant found that the FLSA clearly
expresses Congress’s unambiguous intent to define the EAP
Exception with regard to job duties. The Court also found
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that the minimum salary requirement of the 2004 regulations
is permissible, because it serves only to assist the DOL in
identifying those employees whom Congress intended to
exempt; but that shifting to a salary-only analysis was clearly
beyond the DOL’s authority, because such a radical shift would
have clearly been counter to Congress’s intent to apply the EAP
Exception based on an analysis of an employee’s job duties.

WHAT IT MEANS TO YOU
DOL’s implementation of the proposed Overtime Rule was
enjoined by the Court in November, 2016. Thus, it never
went into effect. Thus, for now, the traditional rules remain in
effect. The salary element of the traditional, three-point test
remains $455/wk. (and the threshold for highly-compensated
employees remains at $100,000). These, and other matters
may change as a result of new rulemaking.
Keep in mind, however, that the DOL informed the Court in
its June, 2016 brief, that it intends a new round of rulemaking,
which it initiated on July 26. The comment period remains
open until September 25, 2017. In that same July 26 brief,
the DOL essentially abandoned its defense of the proposed
Overtime Rule; thus an appeal is not expected.

AUTHOR: Brian L. Benitez, Attorney and Counselor at
Law with the firm Cutler-Smith, P.C. He can be reached at
bbenitez@cutler-smith.com or 214-219-0800.

DISCLAIMER: This article is made available for informational purposes
only, to disseminate general information, and to provide a general
understanding of the law, not to provide specific legal advice. Nothing in
this article creates an attorney/client relationship between you and the
author; nor should you construe anything to create such a relationship.
This article should not be used as a substitute for competent legal advice
from a licensed professional attorney.
Hiring a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely on
articles posted on the Internet, or hearing someone speak at a seminar.
But if the team at Cutler-Smith, P.C. can help you with any question, or with
construction, or employment law matters, or your other legal needs, then
please call, or visit our website, at www.texasconstructionlaw.com.
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MILWAUKEE INTRODUCES THE FIRST
MODULAR STORAGE SOLUTION

A

ny professional will agree – over time, as their number
of tools increases, the need for storing them efficiently
also increases.

Today’s market has seen the introduction of some of the most
powerful and durable tools ever designed. And, while many
of these new tools – particularly power tools – come with their
own cases, the differing dimensions can make storing them
a difficult task. While a large toolbox or chest is a common
go-to solution, mobile storage has been an appealing option
due to its immense productivity benefits to the user. Today’s
maintenance professionals, and the companies they work for,
need a way to protect their investment in these quality tools.

only mobile, but can withstand the demands of the jobsite.
However, all current modular storage systems available today
limit users to a single footprint or box size that offers very
little versatility to fit their needs. Through a new-to-world
attachment system, Milwaukee Tool’s new PACKOUT™
Modular Storage System aims to solve that…and more!
An intuitive and quick attachment mechanism gives users the
freedom to stack and lock PACKOUT™ tool boxes, organizers,
and totes of different sizes in numerous configurations that
best suit their needs. The initial PACKOUT™ Modular Storage
System will consist of 8 products – 3 tool boxes, 2 organizers,
and 3 storage totes.

Many users have turned to stacking and modular storage to
solve the challenges of finding a storage solution that is not
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MILWAUKEE INTRODUCES THE FIRST MODULAR STORAGE SOLUTION (story continued from previous page)

TOOL BOXES
The base of the PACKOUT™ Modular Storage System is the
PACKOUT™ Rolling Tool Box. 9” all-terrain wheels allow the
Rolling Tool Box to easily roll over a variety of rough surfaces,
and a metal through-axle secures the wheels providing a
stronger connection and longer life in jobsite conditions. An
industrial-grade extension handle is designed to support box
loads up to 250 lbs, and its wide handle produces a more
comfortable grip during transportation. In addition, metal
reinforced corners provide ultimate durability.
Users can also choose to utilize the PACKOUT™ Large Tool Box
or PACKOUT™ Tool Box to securely stack and transport on top
of the PACKOUT™ Rolling Tool Box. Each features an internal
organization tray for hand tools and accessories.
All Tool Boxes in the PACKOUT™ System are constructed with
impact resistant polymer, IP 65 rated seals to prevent damage
from water and jobsite debris, metal reinforced corners, and
TICK™ mounting locations on the lids.

ORGANIZERS
The PACKOUT™ Organizer and PACKOUT™ Compact
Organizer are designed to securely stack and transport on
top of any PACKOUT™ tool boxes. Each includes small and
large removable bins that can be mounted on common jobsite
materials by utilizing integrated screw slots. A No-Travel Bin
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seal around the perimeter of each bin prevents small items
from migrating from one bin to the other. Each utilizes impact
resistant polymers and is IP 65 rated to prevent damage from
water and jobsite debris.

TOTES
Unique to the Milwaukee PACKOUT™ modular storage system
is the integration of soft storage totes designed to attach to
the top of any PACKOUT™ storage box or organizer. This
allows users to not only attach a storage tote to the top of their
PACKOUT™ system for transport, but also gives the flexibility to
attach an organizer to the bottom of a tote for quick tasks that
only require a few hand tools and small fasteners.
Available in 10”, 15” or 20”, the new soft-sided totes can fit a
wide variety of tools – from accessories and screwdrivers, to
impact drivers and SAWZALL®s. Each is constructed of 1680D
ballistic material and their impact resistant molded bases are
up to 5X more durable than competitive bases, protecting
contents from water, abrasion and impact.
Part of a growing line of storage solutions from Milwaukee®,
the new PACKOUT™ Modular Storage System will be available
in September of 2017. The company plans to grow this line well
into the future with more innovative organization solutions for
the trades.
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TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE
BE THE DIFFERENCE
The Subcontractors of Northeast Ohio (SANEO) are once again
making a difference and making the connection.
New construction projects are beginning to sprout since the
“Great Recession”.
Commercial projects were put on hold during the recession
because financing was not easily obtained. Now that the
finance system has started working again, loans have become
available projects are beginning to immerse.

We had over 100 volunteers provide FREE furnace checks to
low-income, elderly, veterans, and disabled homeowners. Not
only were the furnaces checked, smoke and carbon monoxide
detectors were provided, and in many cases on the spot repairs
were performed. More importantly we found this to be a
beneficial networking opportunity. This is a new way of getting
contractors together to become a team working together.

What were once Shopping Centers are being torn down and
rebuilt. Commercial projects, although smaller, include new
upscale Market Districts – nearly twice the size of the old.
We are once again seeing construction in the area with new
hotels, university expansions, hospitals, major renovations and
additions.
On the safety front OSHA has issued a New Silica Standard (29
CFR 1926.1153) This affects all trades who are exposed to silica
even though it may be specific to another trade on the project
and not theirs. We now have a certified trainer who is providing
our contractors with the necessary training to be in compliance.
We continue to promote the voice of the construction industry
in Northern Ohio. Legislatively we have a lobbyist at the
statehouse who provides us a monthly update on all enacted
and proposed Bills that effect the construction industry.
We provide that information to our members through our
“Construction Conversation” publication.
Every year we reach out to the community with a project. This
year we joined forces with our trade associations to promote
safe, healthy and comfortable indoor environments. We hosted
a “Heat the Town” project.
Although our membership is made up of commercial
contractors they stepped up to lend a hand to the less
fortunate. Many of them even volunteered to be a ride-a-long
and to help in any way they could.
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SANEO has always enthusiastically given our support and
services to causes that promote community pride and
revitalization.
A new addition has joined our staff, Jodie Oates, who is our
marketing sales director. Since joining our team she has
secured five new members, started new projects and marketed
the association as the “go to“ in Northeast Ohio. We’re excited
to have her as we go forward and grow!
Lynne Black
Executive Director
Ph: 330-762-9951
Email: director@saneo.com
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SUBCONTRACTOR ACTIONS TO
PROTECT ENTITLEMENT TO PAYMENT
By: Walter G. Breakell

A

s construction activity
tapers down as the
holidays approach it is
a good time for the members
to evaluate their methods and
procedures for preserving claims
for additional work with Owners
and General Contractors.
Virtually contracts incorporate
a provision which, in words or substance, requires a written
change order for additional work BEFORE performance of any
work. Unfortunately, that procedure is rarely followed and
subcontractors frequently run the risk of losing compensation
entitlement due to the absence of a written document
authorizing performance of additional work. At a minimum
if written authorization is not forthcoming the subcontractor
should write or e-mail confirmation of the oral directive and
that if not advised differently the e-mail will serve to confirm the
authorization orally issued.
In a similar vein, a contractor may have the most clear-cut
entitlement to compensation arising from extra work but
lose that right if it does not comply with ALL requirements
for written Notice of Claim in a Timely manner. Contractual
notice provisions must be strictly adhered to. Contracts
falling outside the industry endorsed agreements such as AIA
& Consensus docs must be carefully scrutinized for abnormally
short times to provide notice, the existence of multiple notice
requirements addressing different subjects and the entity to
which notice must be provided.

Other areas which subcontractors should be extremely
cautious are the release and waiver of claims & liens wording
when submitting interim payment applications. The waiver
and release should only provide for the waiver of lien for the
specific payment application upon receipt of the funds.
There is no need to waive claims for contract money to which
you are entitled. If executed you may waive entitlement to
pending CO’s, extra work authorized but not reduced to a CO,
requests for other compensation and may impact the ability
to defend a personal injury lawsuit. If you must sign such an
agreement be sure to reserve all your rights on pending CO’s
or claims for additional cost.
Finally, many subcontracts contain language which states
acceptance of final payment represents a waiver of pending
claims. Once again you need to insert a reservation of rights for
any pending claims against the contractor and/or the Owner.
It is prudent to examine each agreement entered into for
written notice provisions and post them in the electronic or
hard copy job file so they are not missed when something
raises concern under the subcontract.

AUTHOR: Walter G. Breakell from Breakell Law Firm P.C.,
the firm’s founder and principal, in Albany, New York, and
is Counsel to the Northeastern Subcontractors Association
(NESCA). He can be reached at wbreakell@breakell-law.com
or 518-869-5552.

ABOUT THE NSA
The National Subcontractors Alliance brings together leading associations from across the United States
representing over 4,000 construction businesses, and provides a forum to exchange information
and influence the national debate around construction issues.
For more info visit www.nationalsubcontractors.com.
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CTSA NEWS AND EVENTS

A

t Central Texas Subcontractors Association, we are
continuing to hold meeting, events, and educate our
members on current subcontractor issues. Our goal is
to help them bid better, gain work, and fight for their rights in
the legislation.

expecting to lose. The legislation met back up in July for a
special session but construction issues were not a priority so
we will continue celebrate any wins for subcontractors and
work to get ready for the next session in 2019. Here is a look at
our passed legislation for this year.

MISSION AND VISION STATEMENT

▪ School Background Checks: HB 3270 by Representative
Dwayne Bohac (R-Houston) was sent to the Governor
on May 30. This legislation will limit criminal background
checks on construction personnel to those individuals who
could come in direct contact with students on a school
construction project.

In October of 2016, CTSA celebrated 10 years of being
separated from ASA. As other subcontractor associations
know, this transition was new territory of figuring out things
without a national guidance. Our board worked hard then
to establish what we wanted to be and what our function for
members would be. Ten years later it was time to realign our
focus on what the Central Texas area needs from us and how
best we can function now. We brought in a strategic planner
to help us really figure out what we are and what we want to
be. As a result, we have a beautiful new mission and vision
statement.
Mission: Central Texas Subcontractors Association empowers
subcontractors and suppliers to excel in the construction
market by engaging our members in advocacy and sharing
industry knowledge.
Vison: CTSA's vision is to grow membership and increase
active participation.

LIEN LIST
Many of our member benefits started from a board member
suggesting a need. Once a week our local business journal
posts all the liens filed in our area and our members use
this as a resource for seeing what projects or owners other
subcontractors are having payment issues with. The problem
with just seeing the printed version each week is that you
can’t see trends or history without going week by week. Our
association decided to compile a list for members to go view
of all the liens filed. It is cumulative and even has a few tables
to view top contractors and owners with liens filed in the last
6 months. This information has been quite the tool for our
members when deciding who to bid with or even a heads up of
needing to file their own liens.

LEGISLATION
Texas had their 85th Legislative Session from January 10th to May
29th. It was a hard session with many battles that we weren’t

▪ Choice of Law and Venue for Certain Construction
Contracts: SB 807 by Senator Brandon Creighton
(R-Conroe) and Representative Paul Workman
(R-Spicewood) was sent to the Governor on May 28th. The
current law gives a contractor and subcontractor the ability
to void a clause in a construction contract that requires
disputes to be decided under the law of another state, or
for the dispute to be heard in another state, if the project is
located in Texas. The basic rule is that projects constructed
in Texas will be decided in Texas under Texas law. The law,
though, doesn’t apply to design professionals. SB 807
broadens the coverage of the law to include all project
participants, including architects, engineers, suppliers and
equipment rental companies.
▪ P-TECH: SB 22 by Senator Larry Taylor (R-Friendswood)
will establish a Pathways in Technology College High
School Program (P-TECH). The legislation was signed by the
Governor on May 27 and will take effect September 1, 2017.
▪ Insurance Coverage for Businesses Providing Career
or Technology Training for Students: HB 639 by
Representative Doc Anderson (R-Waco) will authorize
school districts to obtain health, liability and auto insurance
coverage to protect businesses that partner with the school
district to provide students career or technology training.
This legislation was signed into law by the Governor on May
26 and took immediate effect.
▪ HB 3706 by Representative Eddie Lucio III (D-Brownsville)
would add options for alternative education programs for
workforce development for at-risk students. The bill was
sent to the Governor on May 30th.
(story continued on next page)
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CTSA NEWS AND EVENTS (story continued from previous page)
 SB 2105 by Senator Boris Miles (D-Houston) would
require more Texas Workforce Commission information
to be shared with high school students, including CTE
partnerships with business and field-based learning
opportunities for students. This legislation was signed by
the Governor on May 19th and will be effective September
1, 2017.
 HB 2994 by Representative Trent Ashby (R-Lufkin)
will allow community colleges to keep formula funding
dollars from the state when students under 18 years of
age take workforce continuing education CTE courses.
This bill was sent to the Governor on May 30th.
 HB 108 by Representative Carol Alvarado (D-Houston)
will allow the Texas Workforce Commission to use
money from the skills development fund to support
employers expanding in Texas or relocating to
Texas who will provide highly skilled or complex
employment opportunities. This legislation was signed
by the Governor on June 1st and will become effective
September 1, 2017.

MEMBER EVENTS
In May we had our annual golf tournament and enjoyed a nice
Friday out at Star Ranch Golf Course. Our favorite part of the
event is always the ball drop at the end from a boom-lift. This
year our winner went home with $365 in cash!
After a hard legislative session, we are now look forward
to some fun events with our group coming up this fall. We
have a night at Top Golf with Sabre Commercial planned in
September, Clay Shoot at Capitol City Gun Club in October,
dinner presentation by the City of Austin Development
Services in October, safety luncheon in November, and a
holiday dinner in December.
For More Information about CTSA
Wendy Lambert
Executive Director
Central Texas Subcontractors Association
PO Box 1087 | Cedar Park, TX 78630
www.ctsaonline.org
wendy@ctsaonline.org | 512-255-6373

NSA SPRING CONFERENCE 2018
NSA’s SIGNATURE “Great Ideas” ANNUAL EVENT

April 24th – 26th, 2018
Tucson, Arizona
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OWNERS AND OFFICERS
PERSONALLY LIABLE FOR PAYMENTS
HELD IN TRUST ON RESIDENTIAL
CONSTRUCTION WORK
By: Neal Eckel

T

he Arizona statutes have
long required that on an
owner-occupied property
which is not subject to lien
claims, funds paid to a contractor
are held in trust for payment to
subcontractors and suppliers.
Arizona courts have ruled that
the owners and officers of the
contractor can be held personally
liable for the company’s failure to pay subcontractors and
suppliers on the project.

BACKGROUND
In Arizona, subcontractors and suppliers cannot file a
mechanic’s lien on residential property that is owned by an
owner-occupant unless they have a direct, written contract
with the homeowner. The purpose of the law is to protect
homeowners from lien claims by subcontractors and suppliers,
since they do not have contracts with the owner.
Very few subcontractors and suppliers have direct, written
contracts with the homeowners, which means subs and
suppliers are at the mercy of the general contractor for
payment. If the general contractor receives payment from the
owner but fails to pay its subs and suppliers, they are out of
luck.
A lawsuit can be filed against the general contractor, but if
the GC closes its doors or files bankruptcy there isn’t much
likelihood of recovery. However, in the case of Arizona Tile,
LLC v. Berger, 223 Ariz. 491, 224 P.3d 988 (2010), the Arizona
Court of Appeals held that where a general contractor receives
payment from a homeowner for work by a subcontractor or
a material supplier, that money is held in trust on behalf of
the subcontractor or supplier. If the general contractor fails
to make payment for those monies received, the owners
and officers of the general contractor can be held personally
liable to the subcontractor or supplier. The Case Arizona Tile,
LLC (Arizona Tile) sold tile and other materials to Designer
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Surfaces, Inc. (Designer Surfaces), a counter-top installation
subcontractor. The materials were sold pursuant to an open
account agreement for use on multiple residential projects.
Howard Berger was an officer and owner of Designer Surfaces.
Designed Surfaces was paid by the residential owners for the
materials provided by Arizona Tile.
However, Designer Surfaces failed to pay Arizona Tile in full for
the materials provided. Instead Designer Surfaces used those
funds to pay other debts. Then, Designer Surfaces became
insolvent and shut down its business. Arizona Tile brought a
lawsuit against Designer Surfaces for breach of contract and
unjust enrichment, and obtained a default judgment after
Designer Surfaces failed to answer in court. Arizona Tile had no
direct contract with the residential owners, and thus it had no
lien rights.
Arizona Tile’s complaint also alleged a claim for breach of
fiduciary against both Designer Surfaces and the individual
owners/officers of Designer Surfaces, Howard Berger and John
McCarthy. This claim was based on Arizona Revised Statutes
§33-1005, which states:
Monies paid by or for an owner-occupant... to a contractor,
as defined in §32-1101, as payment for labor, professional
services, materials, machinery, fixtures or tools for which a lien
is not provided in this article shall be deemed for all purposes
to be paid in trust and shall be held by the contractor for
the benefit of the person or persons furnishing such labor,
professional services, materials, machinery, fixtures or tools.
Such monies shall neither be diverted nor used for any purpose
other than to satisfy the claims of those for whom the trust is
created and shall be paid when due to the person or persons
entitled thereto. The provisions of this section shall not affect
other remedies available at law or in equity.
The Court of Appeals determined that this statute created an
obligation on the part of Designer Surfaces to treat funds paid
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ASA CHICAGO OVERVIEW

A

s with most of our
organizations, ASA
Chicago is submerged
in planning our calendars,
committees, events and implementing our strategic plans.

We have two huge events coming up in October and
November also! Meet the GC’s will have a new feature in the
Power Hour. We are inviting the Presidents and CEO’s of our
GC Council to mix and mingle for an hour prior to, “opening
the doors”, for the main event.

We are working on new membership efforts, working with
some new board members and creating innovative events. We
are working hard to increase our activity on social media and
our presence on the internet. We all know it is hard work but
the rewards will be worth it all.

Of course, you can see from the logo on this page, that ASA
Chicago is celebrating fifty years of providing advocacy,
education and networking opportunities for our members. The
big event is Thursday, November 16, 2017.

Recapping a little bit of the summer, ASA Chicago held its 46
Annual golf outing at Cog Hill, (a PGA course), at the end of
June. While the office team was watching the weather with
trepidation as the forecast was for rain, rain and more rain; it
ended up being a sunny, beautiful day! The nearly 260 golfers
had a wonderful time.
th

ASA Chicago’s NextGen committee hosted a mixer at a great
location in the city of Chicago in August. We posted quite a few
pictures and even performed a Face Book “live” session.

We are gearing up for our strategic planning session as of this
writing and look forward to all the new initiatives that will be
made to maintain ASA Chicago as the premiere association for
subcontractors in the Chicagoland area.
Virginia McFarland

Executive Director
ASA Chicago
847-827-8336
ginny@asachicago.org

OWNERS AND OFFICERS PERSONALLY LIABLE FOR PAYMENTS (story continued from previous page)
by residential owner-occupants as trust funds for the benefit of
Arizona Tile. This meant Designer Surfaces had a specific legal
duty to protect the funds it was paid and pay them to Arizona
Tile.
In addition to finding the company Designer Surfaces liable,
the court also held that Designer Surfaces’ officers were
personally liable. The court reasoned that it was the officers
that caused Designer Surfaces to breach the statutory trust
obligation. The court wrote that officers and directors are not
personally liable for a corporation’s misconduct merely by
virtue of their positions, (but) they may be held liable if they
direct the corporation to commit a breach of trust.
On this basis, the court decided a corporation’s breach of its
trust obligation, as imposed by an Arizona statute, can result in
the personal liability of a corporate officer or director.

THE IMPACT
This holding has the potential to substantially impact future
claims on owner-occupied projects. Apart from the obvious
benefits of the case (i.e. allowing subs and suppliers to sue
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the officers of a general contractor for non-payment), the case
can also have an impact on subcontractors and their officers,
since they can now be held personally liable to their sub-subs
and suppliers. Specifically, on an owner-occupied property,
any amounts paid to the subcontractor by the owner-occupant
(or even the general contractor) for materials provided by a
supplier must be protected and paid to the supplier. We have
seen many instances of a subcontractor using funds from one
project to cover old debts. Going forward, this practice will
expose the subcontractor’s officers to personal liability.
For a supplier, this case provides a substantial hammer for use
in collection efforts. The threat of personal liability is not likely
to be ignored. Future demands and lawsuits from suppliers will
undoubtedly include allegations of breach of trust pursuant to
the law.
AUTHOR: Neal Eckel is a partner in Durazzo, Eckel &
Hawkins, in Tucson, AZ and serves as Counsel for the
Alliance of Construction Trades (ACT). He can be reached at
neal@durazzo-eckel.com or 520-792-0448.
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UNDERSTANDING FAIR LABOR
STANDARDS ACT LIABILITY
NEW FLSA JOINT EMPLOYER TEST
By: Girard R. Visconti, Esq.

T

ypically, when you hear about Fair Labor Standards Act
– or FLSA, for short – you think nonexempt and exempt
employees, overtime and some “test thing.”

2.

Whether both parties determine, share, or allocate the
power to directly or indirectly – to hire or fire or modify
terms or conditions of the employee’s employment;

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit adopted a new
six-factor test to determine whether two or more entities are
joint employers under the FLSA. Salinas v Commercial Interiors,
Inc., 848 F.3d 125,27 Wage & Hour Cas. 2d (BNA) 268 (4th
Cir. 2017)

3.

The duration of the relationship between the GC and Sub;

4.

Whether, through shared management or a direct or
indirect ownership interest, the GC controls or is under
common control with the Sub;

Different from other circuits, the new standard seems to be less
favorable to employers by expanding the FLSA joint employer
liability. The new test distinguishes the joint employer analysis
from the separate independent contractor versus employee
analysis, which other circuit courts have blurred. It focuses
on the relationship between the putative joint employers and
significantly discerns that “two entities that do not individually
employ a worker within the meaning of the FLSA may still have
to comply with the FLSA if their combined influence over the
essential terms and condition of the worker’s activities gives
rise to an employer-employee relationship.”

5.

Whether the work is performed on premises owned or
controlled by one or more of the parties, independently or
in connection with one another; and

6.

Whether the parties jointly determine, share or allocate
responsibility over functions ordinarily carried out by an
employer such as handling payroll, providing Workers’
Compensation insurance, payroll, payroll taxes; or
providing the facilities, equipment, tools, or materials
necessary to complete the work.

The Fourth Circuit adopted a two-step framework for analyzing
FLSA joint employment claims, which finds joint employment
status where: (1) two or more persons or entities share, agree to
allocate responsibility for, or otherwise codetermine – formally
or informally, directly or indirectly – the essential terms and
conditions of a worker’s employment and (2) the two entities
combined influence over the essential terms and conditions of
the worker’s employment render the worker an employee as
opposed to an independent contractor.
Ordinarily, the General Contractor may not be responsible.
However, in the case heard before the Federal Court, it
determined that the liability of the General Contractor was
based on six factors to determine whether or not there were
joint employer relations. They are:
1.

Whether both the GC and the Sub determine, share
or allocate the power to direct control or supervise the
employee of the Sub, whether by direct or indirect means;

Ordinarily, the court stated that if a Subcontractor constitutes
a bona fide independent contractor, the “independent
contractor rule” would largely shield the General Contractor
from liability.
However, if in fact there is a true independent Subcontractor
relationship with the General Contractor, there may be laws
where the General Contractor is responsible in any event, such
as the Occupational Safety and Health Act, minimum wage
laws, prevailing wage laws, and other laws which may impose
liability upon a General Contractors.
Therefore, the conclusion is that a General Contractor should
not exercise control over Subcontractor in relation to its
employees.
The Court held that a General Contractor was a joint employer
of Subcontractor’s employees for purposes of Fair Labor
Standards Act Liability.

(story continued on next page)
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SAM HAS HAD AN
EXCITING YEAR!
SAM LEADERSHIP

S

AM has worked to improve its structure over the last few
years. We elected a new slate of officers earlier this year:
President – Gary Ardis, Vice President – Selena Zarate,
Secretary – MaryEllen Evans, and Treasurer – Carrie Edomm.
Our next goal is to implement a committee structure that
includes involvement from our general membership.

MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS
We have had record attendance at our monthly membership
meetings. Last year our average attendance was 25 people.
This year our average attendance is 32 people. We attribute
the increase in attendance to our excellent Programs Chair and
Vice President, Selena Zarate. She has scheduled excellent
programs such as Estate Planning for Your Business, Sales Taxin
Construction, and OSHCON Services.

CONTRACT LANGUAGE SEMINAR
Every April, we host an afternoon Contract Language Seminar
presented by our own Spike Cutler, Attorney at Law. We cohost the event with our other partners in the industry – PCL
Contract Bonding Agency, Independent Insurance Group,
and Cutler-Smith, our construction law attorneys. This seminar
is a great opportunity for other subcontractors to learn about

critical contract language and for SAM to gain some exposure.
60 people attended this seminar!

TOPGOLF EVENT
In May, we hosted our first fundraising event for SAM! The
event was more successful than we thought it would be. We
raised three times as much money than we planned to raise.
58 people attended the event and participated in our Silent
Auction. We are using space in our monthly newsletter to
advertise our members who helped make the event such a
huge success.

WHAT’S NEXT IN 2017?
We will be hosting our Second Annual Subbie Sam’s Haunted
Happy Hour in October. The Halloween theme was so fun
last year, and we cannot wait to go bigger this year. It is at this
event that we will kick off our 25th Anniversary Celebration!
Carrie Edomm
Executive Director, Treasurer
Subcontractors Association of the Metroplex
O: 972-438-1110
C: 817-266-1909
execdir@sam-dfw.org

UNDERSTANDING FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT LIABILITY NEW FLSA JOINT EMPLOYER TEST (continued from previous page)
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit:
*The Fourth Circuit has jurisdiction over appeals from federal
courts located in Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, and West Virginia.

Author: Girard R. Visconti, Esq., is a partner in Shechtman
Halperin Savage, LLP in Pawtucket, RI and serves as Counsel
to the Rhode Island Subcontractors Association (RISA). He
can be reached at gvisconti@shslawfirm.com or
401-272-1400.

THE MISSION OF THE NSA
The mission of the National Subcontractors Alliance is to promote the exchange of information between its
member organizations, and to foster opportunities for representation at the national level on industry issues.
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ASM NEWS AND EVENTS
HONORING THE PAST WHILE EMBRACING
THE FUTURE…ASM BIDS FAREWELL
TO MONICA LAWTON AND WELCOMES
CARRIE L. CILIBERTO, ESQ. AS CEO

Director & Counsel of Contracts & Construction Law, and as
Deputy Executive Director & Counsel for ConsensusDocs LLC, a
unique coalition of 40 leading industry associations that work
together to produce fair standard design and construction
contracts. NSA is a member of the ConsensusDocs Coalition.

n August 2017, Monica Lawton
retired after 20 years as CEO for
ASM. Under Monica’s leadership,
ASM won several signature victories on
behalf of subcontractors. Twenty years
ago, the state’s “filed sub-bid law”
was under fire, with much of the blame
surrounding public construction directed
at subcontractors. ASM’s defense of the law helped save
competitive bidding and led to Public Construction Reform in
2004, more commonly known as CM@R. The reforms fostered
better project oversight, gave the state new flexibility in
procurement, and are still in practice today. ASM also brought
major improvements to private construction by spearheading
the Prompt Pay Law in 2010. In 2014, ASM collaborated
with industry stakeholders to pass the Fair Retainage Law,
which expedited the release of retainage and limited it to
five percent. In 2014, ASM took the lead in successfully
coordinating industry opposition to a proposed 36 percent
increase in unemployment insurance rates for contractors –
which resulted in the legislature lowering rates instead! During
Monica’s tenure, ASM has earned the respect of the legislature,
state agencies, and the entire construction industry through
hard work, persistence and integrity. In case you didn’t already
know it, Monica was not content to just have successes at one
premier association, but she is also one of the founders of NSA.
Through Monica’s leadership and guidance, she helped NSA
grow to over 3,500 members today.

Prior to her tenure at AGC, Carrie was the founder and principal
of a Colorado law firm specializing in water rights, property
and land use law. She represented a wide range of clients,
from individuals to government entities for more than 10 years.
Prior to her legal career, she was a marketing and advertising
professional for a number of high-profile local and national
corporations. Carrie’s life and business experiences give her
with a unique perspective that provides critical analysis of a
situation, with creative freedom to develop solutions, and the
entrepreneurial spirit to implement those solutions.

I

In August 2017, Carrie L. Ciliberto, Esq.
took over the helm at ASM to begin her
tenure as CEO. She brings a wealth of
construction industry experience to ASM,
having worked at The Associated General
Contractors of America (AGC) in
Washington, D.C. for nearly nine years. At
AGC, Carrie held dual roles as Senior

“It is truly an honor to be taking the lead from someone as
passionate and talented as Monica,” Carrie stated. “I am
excited about the opportunity to continue to serve this
great industry by representing ASM subcontractors. I look
forward to helping our members grow their businesses, and
further strengthening the leadership role ASM has built in the
industry.” You can contact Carrie at cciliberto@associatedsubs.
com.

ASM PROVIDES ERGONOMIC QUALITY OF
LIFE OFFICE IMPROVEMENTS FOR STAFF
ASM recently purchased standing desks from Flexispot, and
the reactions are overwhelmingly positive. “I really enjoy
my new standing desk,” states Cathy Woodbury, ASM’s
Membership & Marketing Coordinator. “I find it helps me
remain focused throughout the day.” After researching
the array of options in the marketplace, ASM decided on
Flexispot due to their quality, ease of use, competitive pricing,
and vertical rise, which allows them to take less space than
competitor models. According to Flexispot, “[a] recent study
found that employees who used sit-stand desks were 46%
more productive than those at traditional desks”. While we
can’t verify that statistic, we can tell you that ASM staffers feel
more productive.
(story continued on next page)
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ASA OF METRO WASHINGTON
(ASAMW) JOINS THE NSA!
steps up when an activity or event requires the efforts of one
dedicated person, and the continuity that the same person
brings year after year. Champions volunteer because they are
passionate about the topic or cause. A Champion commits
to stay with their thing until they have found a successor. This
could mean they are a Champion for years.

A

SAMW, which is credited with being the first and
founding chapter of the American Subcontractors
Association over 53 years ago, is now the first in
the nation to hold membership in both national umbrella
organizations that represent subcontractors. This strategic
move serves our mission by enhancing education, advocacy
and networking opportunities. Our growing association brings
164 members to the ranks of the National Subcontractors
Alliance. The size and longevity of the NSA chapters allows
ASAMW to access a huge peer network for the exchange of
ideas and development of initiatives. This dual membership
status begins collaboration for One Voice unity in the
subcontractor community.
ASAMW is headquartered in Alexandria Virginia. Its territory
includes three politically different jurisdictions: Washington
DC, the eastern half of Virginia, and Maryland – south of
Baltimore. This makes our advocacy effort three times as
exciting as some other chapters. The Executive Director is Ike
Casey and the Assistant Director is Patti Coen.

Jonathan Mitz, who attended the
Spring NSA Conference in Tampa,
is the Champion for NSA.

We have already started to implement ideas “borrowed” from
other NSA chapters. For example, ASAMW is going to host its
first Breakfast with Benefits, an idea obtained from the SADV.
The topic will be how to protect subs from high insurance
deductibles found in wrap ups and builders risk policies.
Additionally, this year we are going to press for the elimination
of sole negligence throughout our region, an idea we picked
up at the Spring Conference.
We encourage NSA chapters to visit the ASAMW website at
www.asamw.org and contact Jonathan or Ike so we can learn
and build as one team. We are happy to share.
D. L. “Ike” Casey
Executive Director
ASA of Metro Washington
1004 Duke Street | Alexandria, VA 22314
571-237-7101
ike@asamw.org

Plans for our new fiscal year, which began on July 1st, will build
on the successful momentum of the past few years. We have an
exciting agenda of events and advocacy initiatives. To facilitate
these big plans, we began a program called Champions.
A Champion is essentially committees of one. A Champion

ASM NEWS AND EVENTS (story continued from previous page)

ASM DEPLOYS TECHNOLOGY TO REACH
MEMBERS STATEWIDE…NEW WEBINAR
PLATFORM PURCHASED
In September 2017, ASM will host its first webinar… Meet
YourCEO. As an inaugural online educational offering, this
30-minute webinar will allow Carrie to provide some of her
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thoughts and ideas as to the status and future of ASM, and will
also allow participants the opportunity to ask questions. ASM
purchased a monthly subscription to GoToWebinar in order to
provide an ongoing educational and informational platform to
facilitate statewide participation. Future webinars are already
scheduled and will include a mix of free and paid for online
programming in order to recoup the platform costs.
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MEDIATION AND YOU
By: John M. Curran

I

n recent years, the
construction industry has
sought alternative forms
of dispute resolution to avoid
the high cost inherent in hotlycontested litigation. One of
these alternatives is mediation.
Mediation is a settlement
negotiation conducted through
a neutral third-party mediator.
Mediation can be voluntary or required by the contract, or in
some instances, may be required by the Court in which the
dispute is pending. Whether voluntary or required, mediation
is non-binding and any party can end the process at any stage
of the mediation by refusing to budge.
The hope for mediation is that reasonableness will prevail
over intransigence: that both parties will recognize they are
better off compromising at an early stage rather than battling
for years over documents, testimony and expert opinion, all
of which involves uncertain result but certain high costs. Since
most litigation is settled without a full trial, but after extensive
and costly proceedings, mediation affords the parties the
opportunity to reach the same settlement at an earlier, lesstraumatic and less-costly stage.
How does mediation work? First, the parties must select a
mediator. The American Arbitration Association maintains a
panel of mediators’ familiar with construction disputes. There
are also a number of private dispute resolution services that
maintain panels of mediators and a number of individual
mediators who can be retained directly. The key to the
selection of a mediator is to find a person who is experienced
in construction, has the skills to analyze disputes, frame issues
and evaluate claims and who has the training and personality
to keep the parties focused on a course of discussion that will
lead to settlement. Usually the mediator is a retired judge, a
lawyer or an industry professional. The parties to the dispute
are responsible for the mediator’s compensation which can
be substantial depending on the experience of the mediator
and the time required. But when measured against the overall
expense of litigating a construction dispute, the mediator’s
compensation is a bargain at any price, particularly if the
mediation is successful.
Second, the mediation process must be established and
scheduled. There are no standardized rules governing

procedure. The parties and the mediator must agree where
and how the mediation will be conducted. Usually a mediation
will progress in four stages:
Stage 1: The Pre-Mediation Memorandum
Each party submits its version of the facts, issues and amounts
in controversy so that the mediator can understand the dispute
prior to meeting with the parties.
Stage 2: The Initial Meeting
The mediation begins with the mediator, all parties and their
counsel together in one group. The mediator will usually
explain his/her role and the method to be used to identify the
major disputes and to assist the parties in reaching a settlement
of the conflicting claims. Each party is given the opportunity
to present its view of the facts, the dispute, the amount it is
seeking and why its position is correct. In turn, every other
party presents its views. The mediator may question the
parties to clarify and highlight facts and issues, and to establish
each party’s precise position so that both the parties and the
mediator are focused on the same issues.
Stage 3: The Caucuses
The mediator meets separately with each party to further
explore the claims of that party. The objective is to highlight the
risks and liabilities of the litigation to that party, and to attempt
to determine where compromise and tradeoffs may exist. The
mediator may discuss his/her views of the facts and the law,
and give a frank evaluation of the party’s claim in an attempt
to make that party realistically appraise the potential strengths
and weaknesses of its position. The mediator also will attempt
to identify issues on which there is potential agreement, and
to segregate those issues which appear to be the sticking
points preventing settlement. The mediator may go back and
forth between the parties during this stage to determine if
a modified viewpoint of one party will result in modification
by the other party. If at some point the issue turns into a gap
between the amount of money that one party is willing to
accept and the amount that the other party is willing to offer,
the mediator will attempt to determine whether there is room
for compromise between the two figures.
Stage 4: The Final Joint Conference
If caucusing has not produced a settlement, the mediator
will generally bring the parties back together in a single
(story continued on next page)
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NESCA NEWS AND EVENTS
NEW YORK STATE RELEASES LONGAWAITED DISPARITY STUDY

N

ew York State has finally released its long-awaited
2016 MWBE Disparity Study in July 2017. The stated
purpose of the new Disparity Study was “to analyze
the statistical significance of underutilized MWBEs at the prime
contractor and subcontractor levels.” The study, conducted by
Mason Tillman Associates, Ltd., actually includes four volumes:
Volume I - Disparity Study; Volume II – Policy Study; Volume III –
Personal Net Worth Report; and Volume IV – Workforce Study.
The four volumes total about 450 pages, so it takes some time
to get through it. The industries studied were construction,
construction-related services (such as architecture and
engineering), non-construction-related services, and
commodities. Regarding construction, the Study measured
MWBE disparities for both prime contracts and subcontracts.
Concerning prime construction contracts, Mason Tillman
reported that 10,134 prime contracts were issued by New
York State during the study period of April 1, 2010 – March 31,
2015. The consultant limited its analysis to construction prime
contracts with values of up to $1.4 million, and found that there
was a racial and gender disparity in the award of those prime
contracts. Unfortunately, throughout the study Mason Tillman

discounts the fact that prime construction contracts in New
York State are awarded pursuant to the State’s competitive
bidding laws. For instance, the consultant asserts that when
MWBEs bid on prime contracts at the same frequency as nonMWBEs, the number of MWBE contract awards were lower,
but they fail to recognize that the frequency of contract award
is determined by how frequently a given contractor is the low
bidder. Further, with regard to MWBE capacity, Mason Tillman
maintains that because most of the State’s prime contracts
were small (median size $174,736), the capacity needed
to perform the vast majority of the State’s contracts is not
significant. They also claim that MWBEs account for 56.68%
of all prime construction contractors in New York State and
non-MWBEs account for 43.32% of all prime construction
contractors in the State. Further, they claim that MWBEs bid on
the State’s contracts at a higher frequency than non-MWBEs.
Concerning construction subcontracts, to determine the level
of MWBE subcontractor utilization, Mason Tillman drew a
sample from the total number of prime construction contracts
awarded from contracts valued at $250,000 and higher.
A total of 2,857 subcontracts were analyzed, and Mason
Tillman also found a racial and gender disparity in the award of
subcontracts.
(story continued on next page)

MEDIATION AND YOU (story continued from previous page)
group to explain how s/he views the dispute and its potential
for resolution, and will further explore whether the gap
between the parties is such that there is room for additional
compromise. If this final joint meeting does not result in a
settlement the mediator may end the mediation or attempt
to reconvene the mediation after the parties review their
positions.
Can mediation work? Absolutely! It has been the means of
resolving many difficult construction disputes. But it can
only work when the parties are ready to realistically look at
the strengths and weaknesses of their positions and their
prospect for recovery in light of the cost, time involvement
and risks of litigation, and are willing to compromise to avoid
further litigation. It does not work where the dispute is one
manufactured by a party who is simply unable or unwilling to
compromise.
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Where there is a good faith dispute, a willingness by all
parties to address that dispute in a spirit of compromise, and a
mediator who is knowledgeable in construction disputes and
has the ability to combine aggressiveness, persistence and
patience, the mediation process can assist parties in reaching a
resolution which everyone can live with. The relatively low cost
of mediation compared with the higher cost and other pitfalls
of litigation can make mediation well worth the effort.
AUTHOR: John M. Curran, partner at the law firm of
Corwin & Corwin LLP. He is Counsel to the Associated
Subcontractors of Massachusetts (ASM). He can be reached
at jcurran@corwinlaw.com or 617-849-6603.
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NESCA NEWS AND EVENTS (story continued from previous page)
Mason Tillman claims that MWBEs account for 50.42% of
all subcontractors in the State, and non-MWBEs account for
49.58% of all subcontractors in the State. Later in the report,
Mason Tillman used these percentages as justification for their
recommendations to remedy the racial and gender disparities
they found in their analysis. These recommendations include:

The executive order was to become effective for contracts
executed on or after June 1, 2017. However, after considerable
pressure from business organizations, on June 1st the Cuomo
Administration issued draft forms and a Draft Guideline for
Implementation, and established a 30-day public comment
period through June 30, 2017.

▪ New York State’s 30% MWBE subcontract goal should
remain in effect.

In its submittal, NESCA raised a number of serious concerns
with regard to the executive order and its implementation plan.
Specific concerns expressed by NESCA include:

▪ New York State should apply a 10% “bid discount” on
prime contracts for evaluation purposes (In other words,
MWBE should receive a 10% bid preference on construction
prime contracts).
▪ Current waiver provisions should be augmented to include
additional documentation to be submitted by prime
contractors.
▪ Require prime contractors to submit a waiver request along
with related documentation prior to the award of contract.
▪ Quantify the evaluation of the waiver provisions. On the
basis of 100 points maximum, a prime contractor should
achieve a minimum score of 80 points to demonstrate that a
waiver should be granted.
▪ Each subcontractor listed as paid for the previous billing
cycle should be contacted electronically by the state
agency to verify that payment was received.
For a copy of the Disparity Study, please contact NESCA or
visit the Empire State Development website at https://esd.
ny.gov/doing-business-ny/mwbe/mwbe-reports.

NESCA SUBMITS COMMENTS ON
EXECUTIVE ORDER 162 SALARY
DISCLOSURE
On June 21, 2017, NESCA submitted comments to the
NYS Department of Economic Development regarding the
implementation of Executive Order 162. Executive Order 162
(EO 162) was issued by Governor Cuomo on January 9th, and
provides that all state agencies include a provision in their
contracts requiring contractors to disclose the gender, race,
ethnicity and salary of each employee performing work on a
state contract. The same requirement is to be imposed on all
subcontractors for their employees. The information is to be
reported to state agencies and public authorities on a quarterly
basis for all prime contracts having a value in excess of
$25,000. Prime construction contracts having a value in excess
of $100,000 are required to report on a monthly basis.

▪ Frequency of Reporting – The frequency of submitting
detailed Workforce Utilization Reports on a monthly basis
would present subcontractors with a new and significant
administrative burden. NESCA recommended an annual
reporting cycle for Workforce Utilization Reports, or a single
report for projects with a duration of less than one year.
▪ Prime Contractor Responsibility – The Draft Guideline for
Implementation proposes that the prime contractor shall
be responsible for collecting Workforce Utilization Reports
completed by their subcontractors. This could expose a
prime contractor, and all of its subcontractors, to extended
payment delays for the failure by a single subcontractor to
submit its reports. NESCA recommended that each prime
contractor and subcontractor be held responsible for
submitting their own Workforce Utilization Reports.
▪ Exposure of Salary Rates – Under the Draft Guideline,
subcontractors would be obligated to submit sensitive
pay records to another private sector business (prime
contractor), potentially exposing subcontractor salary rates
for all executive and administrative positions, including
company principals, to businesses they may at times
compete with for both public and private contracts. NESCA
reiterated that subcontractors should submit Workforce
Utilization Reports directly to contracting agencies.
▪ Employee Positions to be Reported – EO 162 requires
contractors and subcontractors to report compensation
information for all employees working directly on a state
contract. However, it is unclear what “working directly on a
state contract” means. For example, would subcontractors
be required to include estimators, who generally perform
their work prior to contract execution, in their Workforce
Utilization Reports?
▪ Tracking of Hours – EO 162 and the Draft Guideline
for Implementation would require the tracking of hours
of salaried executive and administrative employees to
specifically identify hours worked on a state contract.
This would be difficult to do and very time consuming for
subcontractors.
(story continued on next page)
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LIMITATIONS ON CONTRACT
DAMAGES: THE ‘BETTERMENT’
ARGUMENT
By: Benjamin M. Petre

A

fundamental purpose of
contract damages is to
place a non-breaching
party in the same position that
it would have been in had its
contract not been breached.
Accordingly, remediation
“enhancements” that give the
non-breaching party more than
was intended in the original
scope of work must be credited to the damages claimed.
These types of enhancements are known in the construction
industry as “betterment.”
Betterment can exist throughout a construction project. It
appears most frequently in the context of (1) repair of defective
work, (2) correction of defective design and (3) substitution of
materials. The analysis of whether betterment exists generally
begins with the owner’s original project scope requirements
and design intent — the theory is that the owner’s expectations
are identified and described in the original design and
construction contracts. Subsequent enhancements that give
the owner a “better” project than that for which the owner
originally bargained must be excluded from the owner’s
contract damages. Such subsequent enhancements most
frequently result from directed or constructive changes
in design standards and improvements in materials and

workmanship, which (1) permit a better or different use of
the project than originally contemplated; (2) provide a more
durable project than originally contemplated; or (3) otherwise
enhance the value of the project beyond original design intent.
Indeed, betterment can exist in many forms. As a result,
the typical analysis involves evaluating subcategories of
betterment.

USAGE BETTERMENT
“Usage betterment” results from changes in design standards
that permit a better or different use of the project than
originally intended. For example, suppose a concrete deck
on a commercial building is initially designed and constructed
to merely facilitate the delivery of items that would be stored
inside the building, and the owner subsequently decides to
use the deck as an area to actually store items of a significant
size and weight. If that deck later collapses and the owner
brings an action, the owner will not be entitled the damages
to replace the deck with the increased load-bearing capacity.
The design professionals and contractor can argue that the
change in usage is outside the original intended design
requirements for the project, therefore such changes would
constitute betterment. The proper measure of damages,
therefore, should be the amount necessary to restore the deck
(story continued on next page)

NESCA NEWS AND EVENTS (story continued from previous page)
▪ Exemption from FOIL – The Draft Guideline for
Implementation states that “The state will notify contractors
of any Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) requests that are
made to obtain any of the data provided on any Report,
and will protect the confidentiality of Report data to the
maximum extent possible, consistent with FOIL and the
trade secrets exemption as set forth pursuant to Public
Officers Law Section 87(2)(d).” NESCA urged that salary
data be made non-disclosable through a specific statutory
or regulatory exemption to avoid disclosure of confidential
business information.
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NESCA summarized its position by stating that Executive Order
162 places new administrative burdens on subcontractors,
exposes sensitive compensation information to other private
businesses and potentially to the public, and urged that the
executive order be rescinded in its entirety.
Michael Misenhimer
Executive Director
Northeastern Subcontractors Association, Inc.
6 Airline Drive | Albany, New York 12205
518-869-9800 | m.misenhimer@nesca.org
www.nesca.org
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STA NEWS AND EVENTS
STA NAMES NEW OFFICERS FOR 20172018 AT ANNUAL MEETING

T

he STA held its Annual Meeting on June 13 at the
Manhattan Club in midtown Manhattan.

Attended by 100 STA members, the meeting featured
the election of new officers and board members as well
as an excellent presentation by representatives of Plaza

Construction. Robert Weiss of A.J. McNulty was elected
President of the STA for the upcoming fiscal year beginning
July 1. With Mr. Weiss’ election, Bob Ansbro of the New York
Roofing Company stepped down after serving as President
of the STA for three years. Mr. Ansbro brought a strong
commitment of advocacy for health and well-being of the STA
and his accomplishments were recognized during the Annual
Meeting.
(story continued on next page)

LIMITATIONS ON CONTRACT DAMAGES: THE ‘BETTERMENT’ ARGUMENT (story continued from previous page)
to its original condition and intended use. The owner would
be responsible for the costs incurred in increasing the load
capacity of the deck.

QUALITY BETTERMENT
In any dispute over repairs, one betterment question is whether
the demanded repairs, although not altering usage, will
nevertheless result in work that exceeds the owner’s original
expectations regarding the agreed scope of and requirements
for the completed project. Reasonable repairs that merely
effectuate the owner’s original intent do not constitute
betterment. But repairs that enhance original design standards
and thereby increase the project’s value or extend the project’s
original product warranties can constitute betterment. For
example, if an owner contracts for the construction of a
single-ply roofing system to be installed on a building, and
subsequent efforts to replace the allegedly defective roof
involve the installation of a four-ply roof, the roofer could argue
that the owner is not entitled to their full replacement cost.
The improvement in the quality of the roofing materials would
constitute betterment, for which the owner could not recover.

DURABILITY BETTERMENT
Even when a replacement product is of the same quality as
originally specified, betterment may be found where the
replacement product extends the useful life of the work
beyond that originally contemplated. The roofing example
can also be used to illustrate this point. If the roofing contract
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specified that the roofing system would be watertight for 10
years, and the system does not begin leaking until the fifth
year,the owner may not be able to recover its full replacement
cost. The contractor could argue that the owner already had
five years use out of the old roof and should not be able to
reap the full benefits of a new 10-year roof, because that would
effectively extend the expected roof’s life five years beyond the
original warranty.
In the end, betterment is a key concept to keep in mind
in evaluating potential contract damages in construction
disputes. If the damages include an amount for enhancements
that give the non-breaching party more than what was
originally bargained for or more than what was intended, that
amount will likely need to be credited to the damages claimed.
For an in-depth discussion of the concept of betterment, see
Sections § 19:26-29 of Bruner & O’Connor on Construction
Law.
AUTHOR: Benjamin M. Petre, partner in the firm of Faegre
Baker Daniels. He can be reached at benjamin.petre@
FaegreBD.com or 303-607-3643. Carl Pebworth, partner
in the firm of Faegre Baker Daniels is counsel to the Indiana
Subcontractors Association (ISA). He can be reached at
carl.pebworth@FaegreBD.com or 317-237-1267.
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STA NEWS AND EVENTS (story continued from previous page)
Completing the slate of officers for 2017-2018 are First Vice
President Joseph Leo of Atlantic Contracting, Second Vice
President Stephen Gianotti of Arcadia Electric, Treasurer Randy
Rifelli of United Iron, and Secretary Christine Donaldson-Boccia
of JD Traditional Industries.
In addition to the election of officers, the Annual Meeting
featured Senior Vice President Ark Latt leading a panel
discussion on upcoming project opportunities at (construction
manager) Plaza Construction as well as tips on how to do
business with the firm. The Plaza presentation was well
received by the members in attendance. STA members can
look forward to similar presentations by prominent general
contractors and construction managers at general membership
meetings and seminars in the coming year.

STA STRENGTHENS WORKING
RELATIONSHIP WITH NEW YORK CITY
PUBLIC AGENCIES
The STA has a long history of advocating on behalf of its
members with public agencies. Periodic meetings are held
with these agencies to work through issues that impact our
members including change orders, prompt pay, safety, and
retainage to name a few. This advocacy is ongoing and remains
an important part of the organization’s mission.

problems being experienced by contractors working with that
public agency. In tandem with our partners from the AGC,
the STA proposed a new approach to achieve measurable
progress in alleviating some of the chronic problems
experienced by contractors working with the SCA. As part of
a joint proposal from the STA and AGC, an offer was made to
form task groups comprised of STA and AGC members and
staff of the SCA to develop concrete proposals and solutions
in the areas of change orders, permits and inspections,
close outs, general conditions costs, cost saving ideas, and
increasing subcontractor competition. Leadership of the SCA
agreed to the STA/AGC proposal and joint working groups
are expected to commence work next month and develop
recommendations to be considered by the SCA by the end of
the year.
Likewise, a group of STA subcontractor members recently met
with the leadership of the New York City Housing Authority
(NYCHA) to advocate for changes in their policies and
operations that will be advantageous to our membership.
Among the issues discussed were NYCHA’s bidding
procedures, payments, and utilization of NYCHA residents in
the workforce.

STA staff and members recently met with Commissioner
Feniosky Pena-Mora of the New York City Department of
Design and Construction (DDC) and his staff to hear a progress
report on the state of this agency as well as to discuss issues of
importance to our member subcontractors. A frank and honest
conversation ensued with the Commissioner on issues such
as change orders, project labor agreements, safety programs,
the Wicks Law, the department’s Engineering and Audit Unit,
and architectural design problems. By the end of this twohour meeting, Commissioner Pena-Mora invited the STA to
work more closely with the DDC to address subcontractor
issues while at the same time assisting the agency in more
efficiently delivering its construction projects. As a result of this
meeting, STArepresentatives will be meeting with DDC’s Chief
Information Officer, Safety Program Unit, and Chief Architect
to work collaboratively to benefit subcontractors and the
Department.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION ON STA:
Hank Kita
Executive Director
hkita@stanyc.com
Samantha Sweeney
Communications & Membership
Services Manager
ssweeney@stanyc.com
SUBCONTRACTORS TRADE ASSOCIATION
1430 Broadway, #1106, New York NY 10018
T: 212-398-6220 | F: 212-398-6224
info@stanyc.com
www.stanyc.com

Similarly, a delegation comprised of STA and Associated
General Contractor (AGC) members recently met with the
New York City School Construction Authority (SCA) President
Lorraine Grillo and her staff to discuss ongoing issues and
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SADV IS CHANGING
AND GROWING...

A

shout out to SAM – Carrie, STA – Hank, NESCA – Mike,
ASAMW – Jonathan for all their help and information on
various topics and efforts that we have implemented to
our philosophy and programs at SADV.

SADV NEW MEMBERSHIP
SADV changed their application to accept members who
self-perform at least 60%. The new application process with
include a Board vote to keep things focused.

SADV SOCIALS
July and August were non-existent with meetings and events.
We wanted to keep people involved and connected; yet less
committal in cost and effort. SADV decided to start just a simple
Happy Hour in various locations throughout or market. HUGE
success. We pay for appetizers; they pay for drinks- cash bar.
The cost is minimal and we gained 3 new members. The costincome ratio is amazing. For roughly $300, we made almost
$3,000 with member dues.

We are breaking ground with our GroundBreakers.

SADV BIG EVENT 2018

SADV GROUNDBREAKERS

Professional Showcase: Legends & Landmarks…our 50-year
Celebration. We will spotlight the iconic buildings throughout
the city for the last 50 decades starting with 1970’s to 2010.
The difficulty is finding building photos and people’s time to
help with research. Most importantly, we will find and honor
the individuals who helped build the city.

Our NEW under 40 group. It is collaboration of our members,
next generation, and GC/CM’s; over 35 on the distribution
list and 20 at the first meeting. ASAMW sister chapter shared
their program ideas, successes and goals. Groundbreakers
have chosen to develop the workforce; resources to hire,
development programs and mentoring programs. It is
something that is greatly needed in the industry. Plus, they will
help manage our new LinkedIn page.

SADV CAREER NIGHT
In the spring, the concept is to invite various colleges and trade
schools to attend an event for our subcontractors to mix and
mingle with potential hires. We will plan and host the event. It
is conceptual right now; however, the feedback has been very
positive. If anyone has done something like this, please feel
free to share.

SADV IS ON LINKEDIN

SADV and NC sister chapter shared experiences in creating a
website; insights, must haves and pitfalls. I wish them well with
the process and outcome.
A Great few months for SADV and Our members with the
bright future!
Amy Hennessey
Executive Director
Phone: 610-649-7238
Cell: 502-689-4555
amy@sadv.org

GroundBreakers is helping to manage LinkedIn. Please Follow
and Like!

JOIN NSA!

www.linkedin.com/company-beta/5078105/

INDUSTRY MEETING
SADV took the approach for our usual CIC meeting to focus
on Building Owner Profiles and industry topics. We changed
the name of meetings from CIC to Industry Meetings which
we feel is more relatable to those not familiar with Commercial
Industry Collaboration. At October’s meeting, Kaplan Stewart,
our council, will have an hour program for IPD. The concept has
made it to Philadelphia. Now, it just has to be accepted.
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Membership to the National Subcontractors
Alliance is open to any local, state, or regional
association dedicated to promoting and
protecting the rights and interests of specialty
contractors in the construction industry.
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SO YOU WANT TO GO INTO THE
INSURANCE BUSINESS?…REALLY????
By: Geoffrey A. Bryce

O

ne of the continuing sagas in the construction practice
area is the requirement that contractors provide
additional insured coverage for owners and architects
and in the case of lower tier subcontractors, to the general
contractors and construction managers. Since the 1980’s
there has been an explosion of case decisions addressing
whether this or that endorsement provides the additional
insured coverage for the tendered claim. This article deals with
the issue of what happens if no insurance provided, or if the
insurance provided does not match what is required by the
construction contract.
The leading case is Zettel v. Paschen Contractors, 100 Ill.App.
3d 614, 427 N.E. 2d 189 (1st Dist. 1981). This case holds that
if the subcontractor does not provide the coverage required
by the construction contract and the subcontractor’s insurance
carrier does not defend and indemnify the party who was
required to be the additional insured, the subcontractor may
be liable for breach of contract.
In Zettel, Gateway subcontracted with Paschen to perform
structural steel erection work. The subcontract required
Gateway to indemnify Paschen and to name Paschen as an
additional insured. When two Gateway employees sued
Paschen for work site accident injuries, Paschen asked
Gateway to defined and indemnify Paschen. Gateway did
nothing, and Paschen brought a third-party complaint against
Gateway for breach of the subcontract. The trial court granted
Gateway’s motion to dismiss on the ground that the insurance
procurement provision violated the anti-indemnity Act. The
Appellate court reversed and held the insurance procurement
provision did not violate the Act. The First District went on to
hold:
“As we mentioned earlier in this opinion, a person
breaching an agreement to obtain liability insurance is
liable for all resulting damages including the amount of
judgments against the promise and the costs of defense.
It is established that Gateway promised to obtain such
insurance and is bound by that agreement. This case arose
on a motion of Gateway to dismiss. It does not appear
that the appellant had filed its own motion for summary
judgment nor has the appellant on appeal requested us
to enter a judgment establishing Gateway’s liability. There
may be questions remaining as to whether Gateway did

in fact fail to obtain the required insurance. Accordingly,
we reserve and remand the case to the trial court for
further proceedings in accordance with this opinion.” (427
N.E.2nd 192)
The Zettel case makes it very clear a subcontractor can be
held contractually responsible for not providing the required
indemnity and insurance. Other cases have followed Zettel.
See e.g., St. John v. City of Naperville, 155 Ill. App.3d 919, 508
N.E.2d 1128 (2d Dist. 1987) Coverdill v Lurgi Corp., 146 Ill.
App.3d 112, 496 N. E.2d 1007 (1st Dist.1986); Duffy v Poulos
Brothers Construction Company, 225 Ill. App.3d 38, 587 N.
E.2d 1038 (1st Dist. 1992); WE O’Neill Const. Co. v. General
Cas. Co. of Illinois, 321 Ill.App.3d 550, 748 N.E.2d 667 (3d
Dist. 2001).
There is however, a defense available to the party who is
required to provide the coverage. That defense is waiver.
The earliest waiver case is Whalen v K-Mart Corp, 166 Ill.
App.3d 339, 519 N.E.2d 991 (1st Dist. 1988). In Whalen,
the general contractor, Schostak Brothers, K-mart and
the landowners brought third party actions against two
subcontractors, Christianson, and Martin for breach of contract
failing to procure insurance to defend and indemnify the third
party plaintiffs for suits filed by two injured plaintiffs. The
subcontractors argued that the third-party plaintiffs waived
the insurance requirement because: first, the subcontract
specified that proof of insurance had to be provided to the
general contractor before the subcontractors could begin
work; second, no proof of insurance was ever provided; third,
the subcontractors were paid in full; and only after that did
the third party plaintiffs’ seek the insurance coverage required
by the subcontracts. The trial court dismissed the third-party
complaints and the Appellate Court First District affirmed. The
First District said:
“In the case sub judice, it is undisputed that Schostak
drafted the contracts. The requirement that proof of
insurance be submitted before the subcontractors could
commence work and be paid was clearly for Schostak’s
benefit. Schostak’s argument that they didn’t know Martin
and Christianson failed to obtain insurance until Schostak
asked Martin and Christianson to defend this lawsuit is not
persuasive. Schostak is presumed to know those things
(story continued on next page)
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SO YOU WANT TO GO INTO THE INSURANCE BUSINESS?...REALLY??? (story continued from previous page)
which reasonable diligence on their part would bring to
their attention, namely, the absence of proof of insurance.
See, Vargas v. Esquire, Inc., 166 F.2d 651, 654 (7th
Cir.1948).

Consumers brought a third party action over against Azzarelli.
Azzarelli moved for summary judgment and the trial court
granted the motion. The Third District reversed. As to the law of
waiver the Third District said:

Following the Whalen decision is the Third District case of
Lehman v IBP Inc. 265 Ill. App. 3d 117, 265 N.E.2d 152 (3d
Dist. 1994). In Lehman, CCI entered into a contract with IBP
to build an addition to CCI’s plant in Joslin Illinois. CCI was to
name IBP an additional insured under CCI’s comprehensive
general liability (“CGL”) policy. CCI provided a certificate of
insurance before the work started. Later on in the course of the
project, IBP asked CCI for another certificate of insurance after
the first policy expired. CCI did not name IBP an additional
insured under its CGL policy. The CGL policy only covered
CCI. A CCI employee was hurt on the job and filed suit against
IBP. IBP then filed a third-party complaint against CCI. CCI
filed a motion to dismiss because IBP waived the insurance
requirement. The trial court granted the motion and the Third
District reversed. The Third District said:

“Waiver is an express or implied voluntary and intentional
relinquishment of a known and existing right. Geier v.
Hamer Enterprises, Inc., 226 Ill.App.3d 372, 589 N.E.2d
711. (3d Dist. 1992). Parties to a contract may waiver
provisions placed in the contract for their benefit; such
waiver may be established by conduct indicating that
strict compliance with contractual provisions will not be
required. Whalen v. K-Mark Corp., 166 Ill.App.3d 339,
519 N.E.2d 991 (1988). An implied waiver may arise from
either of two situations: (1) an unexpressed intention to
waiver can be clearly inferred from the circumstances; or
(2) the conduct of one party has misled the other party
into a reasonable belief that a waiver has occurred. LaVelle
v. Dominick’s Finer Foods, Inc., 227 Ill.App.3d 764, 592
N.E.2d 287 (1992). Whether sufficient facts have been
presented to establish a waiver is a question of law.
Whalen, 166 Ill.App.3d 339, 519 N.E.2d 991 (1988).

“IBP expressed its intent to enforce its contract by sending
the November 16th letter to CCI requesting a renewal
certificate that included IBP as an additional insured. This
conduct does not indicate intent to waive the coverage.
See Whalen, 166 Ill.App.3d at 343, 519 N.E.2d at 994.
If more than one inference or conclusion can be drawn
from the facts, summary judgment should not be granted.
Vicorp Restaurants v. Corinco Insulating Co. 222 Ill.App.3d
518, 525, 584 N.E.2d 229, 234 (1991). IBP’s actions
created a genuine issue of material facts regarding its
intention to waiver that should be resolved at trial.
Whalen and Geier are distinguishable because in those
cases the waiving parties allowed the contractors to
start and finish work, then paid them in full, without ever
objecting to the lack of coverage. The insurance issue was
only raised after the underlying litigation began.”
Lehman, 265 Ill. App. 3d at 120.
The clearest expression of the waiver defense came in
Batterman v Consumers Illinois Water Company, 261 Ill.
App.3d 319, 634 N.E. 2d 1235 (3d Dist. 1994). In this case,
Consumers hired Azzarelli to construct waste and sewer lines
over an easement. Azzarelli was to obtain insurance naming
Consumers an additional insured for any damage to the
property in which the sewer and water lines were installed.
Azzarelli did not provide coverage and Consumers allowed
Azzarelli to start work and paid Azzarelli for its work. Azzarelli
damaged the property and the owners sued Consumers.

The Third District distinguished Whalen and ruled as
follows:
“Both Whalen and Geier are distinguishable. The doctrine
of implied waiver was narrowly applied in those cases
and should be strictly limited to the facts presented in
those cases. In the case at bar, the contract provides only
that Arrarelli must obtain insurance to Consumers prior to
the commencement of work on the project. Nor is there
a provision allowing Consumers to withhold payment
if acceptable insurance is not provided. Consumers did
not have these powers under the contract, the failure to
exercise such powers cannot be viewed as indicating that
strict compliance with the contract would not be required.
Absent these two occurrences, there is no evidence in the
record that Consumers intentionally relinquished its right
to insurance under the contract.”
Batterman, 634 N.E.2d at 1236-37.
The Third District followed Lehman and put the brakes on
the waiver defense. The concluding remarks express the
underlying policy consideration:
“We agree with Consumers that finding a waiver in these
circumstances would set a dangerous precedent. It
would allow a party to a contract to succeed in shirking
its contractual responsibilities unless and until the other
(story continued on next page)
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SO YOU WANT TO GO INTO THE INSURANCE BUSINESS?...REALLY??? (story continued from previous page)
party to the contract notices the defect in performance.
Parties could no longer trust one another to carry out
their obligations but instead would be forced to check on
one another at each step of the project in order to avoid
waiving benefits due them under the contract. Such a
situation would only serve to obstruct and complicate
business relationships.”
Id.

insurance differed from the actual policy’s additional insured
endorsement, the general contractor waived the difference.
The trial court dismissed the general contractor’s claim for
breach of contract against the subcontractors. The Appellant
court reserved because there was nothing on the face of
the certificate to point out to the general contractor that the
certificate’s statement of coverage was not in accordance with
the construction contract.
The dissent written by Justice Puchinski pointed out that the

The narrowing of the waiver defense in Lehman and Batterman
was paralleled in an earlier First District case of Lavelle v
Dominicks Finer foods Inc., 227, Ill. App.3d 764, 592 N.E. 2d
287 (1st Dist. 1992). In Lavelle, Dominicks hired K & S to install
sprinklers in a Dominicks store. K &S was to name Dominicks
as an additional insured. K & S gave Dominicks a certificate of
insurance but not the policy. A K & S employee fell and sued
Dominicks who found out then it was not an additional insured.
Dominicks sued K & S who filed a motion to dismiss. The trial
court granted the motion and the First District reversed The
First District held that waiver as a matter of law did not apply.
It suggested there was a question of fact as to the intent of
Dominicks to waive additional insured coverage.
Although the following case is Rule 23 decision, it points
out the migration of the wavier issue into current times. In
LAS v. James McHugh 2013 WL 593402 (Ill.App. 1st Dist.
2013), McHugh Construction entered into a subcontract with
Mastership Construction for work at the Great Lakes Naval
Station. An employee of Mastership Construction fell and filed
suit against McHugh who in turn tendered to Mastership’s
carrier. The trial court found that where the certificate of

general contractor did not (1) ask to look at the policy providing
additional insured coverage, where the limits on the face of
the certificate were $1 million per occurrence instead of the
contract requirement of $2 million, and the disclaimers on the
certificate said the certificate is for information only; and (2)
do anything else to confirm the additional insured coverage
required by the construction contract. The dissent said the
actual insurance policy should have been read. Since the
general contractor allowed the work to proceed, the general
contractor waived coverage. The general contractor could not
sue the subcontractor for breach of contract.
The lesson here is that both the party requiring insurance
and the party furnishing insurance should review the actual
additional insured coverage provided to make sure there is no
deviation from the construction contract.
AUTHOR: Geoffrey A. Bryce, partner in the firm of Bryce
Downey & Lenkov LLC in Chicago, IL. He can be reached at
gbryce@bdlfirm.com or 312-377-0021.

SPECIAL THANKS
Milwaukee Tool is an industry-leading manufacturer of heavy-duty power
tools, accessories and hand tools for professional users worldwide.
Since the company began in 1924, Milwaukee Tool has led the industry in both durability and performance. With an unwavering
commitment to the trades, Milwaukee continues to lead with a focus on providing innovative, trade-specific solutions.
Milwaukee is dedicated to delivering a steady stream of advanced solutions for the trades that offer increased productivity and
unmatched durability. Milwaukee takes the time to work side by side with real craftsman to understand the demands of a constantly
changing workplace and how they can best deliver solutions that help the user work both faster and smarter. Milwaukee pays
attention to the small details that make a big difference. This user focus not only leads to solutions for real jobsite challenges, but
fuels the disruptive innovation seen across all product lines.
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ARIZONA
CONSTRUCTION TRADES
ALLIANCE REBRANDS ITSELF AS ARIZONA
CONSTRUCTION TRADES

T

he Alliance of Construction Trades has a new name and a
new logo, rebranding itself as the Arizona Construction
Trades.

Michele Bettini, ACT’s president and chief executive officer,
said the board of directors wanted to bring the organization
into the 21st century with its logo, and to rebrand itself with a
name change to reflect its growing focus on the entire state.
The change gives us the opportunity to bring in members from
the northern part of Arizona and to complement the central
and southern Arizona members that we currently have.

LEGISLATION
We have been working for years lobbying the legislature for
the passage of fair indemnification laws for private construction
projects. While the laws in Arizona already provide for fair
indemnification on government work, the laws for private
work still allow an owner or general contractor to require that
their partial negligence be indemnified by another party. ACT
is an intricate part of a coalition of construction trades known
as “Arizonians for Fair Contracting”. This coalition has been
actively working and has proposed a bill to the legislature that
will make the indemnification requirements on government
and private work the same. There is momentum for the
passage of this bill and we’re excited to be part of the effort.

SHARON’S SAFETY CORNER

NEW WEBSITE AND SERVICES
In harmonization of our branding we have a new website.
There are links to construction related information that is
not only easy for our members to find but important to their
businesses.
The legal link provides legal insight in articles from legal
counsel, along with State and Federal information that affects
our members and their businesses.
The lien link provides the latest local, state, federal, and
bankruptcy news.
Our payment laws link enhances our legislative advocacy. The
City of Tucson’s “Construction Fairness Ordinance”, the First of
its Kind in the Nation! is comprised of components including
but not limited to prompt pay. ACT even has a complaint form
that a member can fill out and we will follow up on it.

Our safety training corner known as “Sharon’s Safety Center”
offers a wide range of safety related information. Everything
from posters, reporting forms, and valuable information such
as, “New Budget Deal to Significantly Increase OSHA Fines
for the First Time in 25 years” and the “Do’s and Don’ts of an
OSHA Inspection”. We give membership the facts and acts of
safety that will impact their business. This information is easily
accessible to membership.
Michele Bettini
Chief Executive Officer and President
Arizona Construction Trades
3131 N. Country Club Rd., Suite 106
Tucson, AZ 85716
Phone: 520-624-3002
Email: michele@actaz.net
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POWER PUSHER’S E-750 ELECTRIC
WHEELBARROW DOES MORE!

T

he Power Pusher E-750 Electric Wheelbarrow™, a
division of Nu-Star Inc., is the perfect solution for any
construction, demolition or landscaping job! Anywhere
you would use a manual-operated wheelbarrow, the E-750
improves safety and efficiency by eliminating ergonomic
challenges and unnecessary production delays. Designed to
safely and easily transport loads weighing up to 1000 pounds,
it increases production. Reaching speeds up to 4 miles per
hour, it improves productivity. Available with a galvanized steel
tub or heavy-duty, high-density poly tub, the wheelbarrow
is designed to minimize strain by providing push-button
unloading capability. The E-750 Electric Wheelbarrow with
a silent motor and no emissions is ideal for applications both
indoors and outdoors and is built to go through a standard
man-door.

Nu-Star Inc., a global manufacturer of engineered solutions
for material handling needs since 1959, operates facilities in
the US and UK. Years of experience as a leading innovator,
designer and manufacturer in the industry has given NuStar the competitive edge in providing state-of-the-art
reliable, cost-effective load-moving solutions that deliver
tangible productivity and safety benefits in a wide variety of
applications. With every application, you get to work with
an engineer to help diagnose, design and implement the
best solution for you. Nu-Star is headquartered in Shakopee,
Minnesota.
Visit our website at www.powerpusher.com or call
800-800-9274.

Plus, the E-750 Electric Wheelbarrow can do so much more!
Power Pusher has developed an innovative Quick-Change
System that makes the E-750 the right machine for many
different jobs! Attachments include:
1.

Slurry Tub

2.

Slurry TubFunnel Cap

3.

Ball Hitch

4.

Flat Beds (Short or Long)

5.

Tree/Boulder Dolly

6.

Doll/Transport Bed
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NCSA NEWS AND EVENTS
SUB-POSIUM LUNCH AND LEARN

GOLF TOURNAMENT

CSA provides our members with opportunities to
visit with general contractors and learn about their
criteria to hire subs and it is also a great opportunity for
general contractors to get to know the quality subcontractors
that are members of NCSA.

The NCSA annual Golf Tournament is held in May every year.
The golf tournament is a fund raiser as well as an opportunity to
play some fun golf and network.

N

SUB PADDY’S DAY AND SUBTOBER FEST
NCSA holds a subpaddy’s day
networking event in March and
a SubtoberFest in October. We
continue to have a large turn out
for these events. They are used as
a networking tool, membership
and opportunity to mingle with
the General Contractors and
other like associations in the area.
The food is cooked and provided
by our own Chris Paone with
Christopher Bryon Company.

LEGISLATIVE
Our Attorney, David Carson continues to keep NCSA updated
on legislative matters. Fortunately for NCSA we do not have
any current legislative issues.

WEBSITE
NCSA will start revamping our website to ensure that we are
using the most up to date and friendly tools to promote NCSA.

NCSA ANNUAL MEETING AND
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
We continue to have knowledgeable members on our board as
well as new officers that will bring youth and new ideas to the
association. This will allow for the continuity that is needed to
grow our membership.

MONTHLY MEETINGS
We continue to have our monthly meetings with a speaker on
a topic of interest. Example: Bonds 101, Hud requirements for
UNC Charlotte and ruling on payment of overtime.
We also continue to partner with the local community college,
Central Piedmont, to help them with their efforts to expose
middle and high schoolers with and understanding of
construction. There needs to be a bigger pool for recruitment.

GC ROUNDTABLE
NCSA sponsors a GC roundtable discussion yearly with six of
our major General Contractors in the area. The GC’s present
their needs and requirements as well as receive feedback from
the subcontractors.
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President: Duff Regan
Vice President: Art Rouse
Secretary: Don Hanson
Treasurer: Michelle Frankum
Sponsorship, Special Event and
Past President: Chris Paone
Brady Nails
Joseph Teeter
Billy Graves
Attorney: David Carson
Executive Director: Robin Gill
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT NCSA
North Carolina Subcontractors Alliance
P.O. Box 30604 | Charlotte, NC 28204
www.ncsubcontractors.com
admin@ncsubcontractors.com
704-578-1072
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OSHA’S NEW RULE ON
POST-INJURY DRUG
TESTING
PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE, AND WHAT IT
MEANS TO YOUR BUSINESS
By: Brian L. Benitez
PAST

PRESENT

n October 19, 2016, the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (“OSHA”) published a final
rule, which, in part, amended 29 C.F.R. 1904.35,
thereby significantly redefining OSHA’s stance regarding
two matters of importance to employers: (i) policies requiring
mandatory post-injury drug testing, and (ii) employee safety
incentives. Implementation of this rule was briefly delayed,
allowing a lawsuit on the matter to work its way through the
courts (Civil Action 3:16-cv-1998 in the Northern District of
Texas, Dallas Division). However, as of December 1, 2016, the
new rules are in effect.

It is not uncommon in government rule-making that a very
small number of words have a very large impact; and that is
also the case with regard to the New Rule. However, in the
words of author Douglas Adams: “Don’t Panic.”

O

The new rule makes three changes to the former Section
1904.351. First, paragraphs (a)(2) and (b)(1)(iii) were amended
to require employers to inform employees of their right to
report work-related injuries and illnesses free of retaliation2.
Second, paragraph (b)(1)(i) clarifies that the reporting method
already implicitly required by this section must be reasonable
and not deter or discourage employees from reporting3.
But it is clearly the third change imposed in the October 19,
2016 final rule, adding paragraph (iv) (below), with which the
business community is most concerned, and which is being
called the New Post-Incident Drug Testing Rule (the “New
Rule”).
(iv) You must not discharge or in any manner discriminate
against any employee for reporting a work-related injury
or illness. 29 CFR 1904.35(B)(1)(iv)4.

1
2
3
4

Improve Tracking of Workplace Injuries and Illnesses; Final Rule, 81 Fed. Reg.
29669 (May 12, 2016)
Id.
Id.
“You” means “an employer” as defined in §3 of the OSH Act. “Injury or
illness” means those abnormal conditions or disorders listed at 29 C.F.R. §
1904.26, and with which you are likely familiar.

In order to assure compliance, it will be important for
employers to understand the transitional nature of the changes
imposed by this rule. Before implementation of the New Rule,
post-injury drug tests were a matter of course. Now, however,
OSHA will find that even a uniformly-applied, no-exceptions
post-injury drug testing policy is an adverse employment
outcome that discriminates against employees. Once you
understand how OSHA will support this conclusion, you will be
able to best prepare yourself to work toward your company’s
compliance.
First, you must understand the terminology used by OSHA.
In the relevant provision of the OSH Act, “discriminate” means
“termination, reduction in pay, reassignment to a less desirable
position or any other adverse action that ‘could well dissuade
a reasonable employee from reporting a work-related injury
or illness.’”5 “Adverse Action” in federal employment law is
applied very broadly, and generally means any negative action
taken by an employer in retaliation for an employee exercising
a right created by, or protected by, statute. Depending on
the facts of a given case, this can mean any change in the
terms and conditions of the employee’s employment, not
limited to changes in assignment, or shift, up to, and including
termination, along with everything in-between.
Second, you must understand how OSHA will apply the
language of the new paragraph (iv).

5

Improve Tracking of Workplace Injuries and Illnesses; Final Rule, 81 Fed. Reg.
29672 (May 12, 2016)

(story continued on next page)
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OSHA’S NEW RULE ON POST-INJURY DRUG TESTING (story continued from previous page)
In practice, you don’t need to “discriminate” or take “adverse
action,” as those words are normally defined and used, in
order to be in violation of the New Rule. Under the New
Rule, you could be cited merely for having a non-compliant
policy; and OSHA may now issue a citation to an employer
for taking adverse action against an employee, even if the
employee does not first file a complaint6. Note that the prior
rule under §11(c) still exists, and remains unchanged, valid, and
enforceable. OSHA (supported by some court cases) finds that
its remedial remedies under §11(c) are not exclusive, and that
OSHA may proscribe conduct under either section7. Finally,
keep in mind that OSHA is exploring the possibility of deeming
retaliatory any policy that requires immediate reporting of
an injury, because it believes that such a rule would result in
reduced reporting of chronic, or slow-developing injuries (e.g.:
musculoskeletal, repetitive stress).
Ultimately, OSHA’s justification for the New Rule is based in
studies it cites, which support OSHA’s policy position that
employer’s subject workers to intimidation by requiring
mandatory post-injury drug testing, irrespective of any
potential role intoxication may have played in the incident8.
Further, OSHA will deem that the very presence of such a
policy is, in itself, a disincentive to employees reporting of
workplace injuries.

OSHA GUIDANCE
OSHA does provide some guidance on the matter by stating
that employers should limit “post-incident” testing to situations
in which employee drug use is likely to have contributed to
the incident and for which the drug test can accurately identify
impairment caused by drug use.
In a perfect world, OSHA would have also provided guidance
to help an employer know how and when drug use is likely
to have contributed to an incident, or how an employer is to
know when a drug test can accurately identify impairment
caused by drug use. One could also hope for an explanation
for the shift away from the statutory language of “injury” to the
enforcement language, of “incident.”
Enforcement of the New Rule is in its early stages, but consider
yourself informed that when OSHA says, “broadly interpret,”
it really means “broad”; and don’t be surprised if OSHA
structures enforcement actions with a preference for the
broader enforcement language, over the statutory language.
This shift in language may also signal that OSHA wants to
6
7
8

29 CFR § 1904.35(b)(1)(iv); 81 Fed. Reg. 29627 (May 12, 2016).
Id.
Id., at 29673
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exercise the new authority it granted itself to enforce the
provisions of 29 U.S.C. § 1904.35(b)(1)(iv) even in the absence
of a complaint.
OSHA did give us some examples to supplement its guidance,
when it informed that it would likely not be reasonable to
drug-test an employee who reports a bee sting, a repetitive
strain injury, an injury caused by a lack of machine guarding,
or a tool malfunction9. OSHA feels that such a policy is likely
only to deter reporting without “contributing to the employer’s
understanding of why the injury occurred, or in any other way
contributing to workplace safety.”10 However, this guidance
remains unclear, because one can easily imagine a bee stinging
an employee who disturbed a hive resultant from impairment,
a worker who removes machine guarding as a result of his
impairment, or a “tool malfunction” which is really operator
error on the part of an impaired worker. At some point, OSHA,
and/or the courts may sort all that out; but that is a long,
expensive process in which you might not want to participate,
so see below for some ideas on how to move forward.
Finally, OSHA guidance also informs that employers need not
specifically suspect drug use before testing, but there should
be a reasonable possibility that the drug use by the reporting
employee was contributing factor to the incident. In addition,
OSHA states that any drug testing must be designed and
implemented in a way that may not be perceived as punitive
or embarrassing to the employee (an adverse employment
action).

WELL, WHAT CAN I DO?
First things first, take a hard look at your current post-incident
drug-testing policy, and make sure that you amend it such that
it no longer requires blanket testing of every employee after
every incident.
Make changes which work with the new reality. Keep in mind
that you may have to answer to OSHA for any post-incident
drug test you require, particularly in the near term, when
enforcement is sure to be vigorous. So answer those questions
now, proactively, and incorporate them into your policy. For
example, if you demand a post-incident drug test, you already
know that, under the new rule, OSHA will ask “why did you
think drug use is likely to have contributed to this incident,
and why did you think a drug test would accurately identify
the impairment?” So train your key people to ask and answer

9
10

Id.
Id.

(story continued on next page)
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OSHA’S NEW RULE ON POST-INJURY DRUG TESTING (story continued from previous page)
that question in a fair and reasonable manner before they
order the drug test. For example, an observation of dilated
pupils, slurred speech, lack of motor control, and/or inability
to focus, may support a reasonable belief that a worker’s drug
use contributed to an incident. But they may also be signs of a
serious medical condition having nothing to do with alcohol
or drugs. Conversely, those symptoms, coupled with the
presence of the smell of alcohol on the breath, or the presence
of drug paraphernalia may tell another story.
Keep in mind that the law requires only a reasonable belief
that impairment likely contributed to the incident, and that a
drug test can accurately identify the impairment. It does not
require absolute proof, or belief beyond a reasonable doubt,
nor does it require that every site supervisor become a medical
expert. But, don’t be the company that artificially manufactures
“reasonable suspicion” in an attempt to de facto re-create the
former rule. OSHA will be on the lookout for what it will call
“mere pretext.”
Consider visiting with your legal counsel about modifying your
post-incident drug testing policy with the above in mind; and
also with regard to incorporating other changes which might
potentially include: (i) training key people to proactively be on
the lookout for signs of drug or alcohol impairment, keeping
in mind that many symptoms of impairment are also symptoms
of other conditions; (ii) reasonably interpreting any such signs
with an open mind, and with an eye toward avoiding incidents,
rather than seeking opportunities to discipline employees;
(iii) potentially requiring escalation of the decision to require
a drug test above the level of field personnel; and (iv) training
your key people on a systematic method of investigating
workplace incidents, providing them with the technology
to accurately record and transmit their findings in real-time,
and ensuring that they are empowered to make reasoned
decisions, or that they have access to a person with such
authority, preferably with redundancies to account for sick
time, vacations, etc.
Additionally, keep in mind that OSHA’s enforcement
culture prefers solutions developed with non-management
participation. So consider the potential benefits of
implementing a policy created with input from employees.
Finally, when you are done, visit with your legal counsel about
an appropriate rollout and re-training, and publication and
distribution of the new policy, and consider making all such
communications in all appropriate languages.
Finally, (and this is definitely a matter outside the scope of this
article, and regarding which you must seek legal counsel) the
OSH Act does not prohibit testing under a mandatory state
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law, a voluntary drug free workplace law, or under another
federally-regulated law or program.
Bottom Line: The new rule does not prohibit post-incident drug
testing, but it does change the equation. Formerly, Accident
= Drug Test. Under the new rule, Incident + Reasonable
Suspicion = Drug Test. If your reasonable suspicion is the
product of a fair, systematic investigation and analysis, then
you have put your company in the best position to obtain a
favorable outcome from an OSHA investigation.

HEY! WASN’T THERE A LAWSUIT?
Yes. In fact, there were two.
In Texo ABC/AGC v. Perez, N.D. Tex., No. 16-1998, Judge Sam
Lindsay refused to grant Plaintiffs’ request for an injunction
which would have delayed implementation of the new rule,
pending the outcome of the lawsuit. Judge Lindsay found that
“Plaintiffs have not demonstrated a likelihood of irreparable
harm necessary for the issuance of a preliminary injunction .
. . [their] evidence is based almost entirely on unsupported
beliefs, unfound fear, and speculation . . . .”11
Denying the request for the injunction was not fatal to the
lawsuit. Still, the language of the Judge’s Order was not
encouraging from the Plaintiffs’ perspective. Notably, however,
Donald Trump was elected President of the United States of
America during the pendency of the Texo case. Thereafter,
on June 29, 2017, OSHA filed an Unopposed Motion to Stay
Proceedings, because the new Labor Secretary, R. Alexander
Acosta, evaluated the New Rule, and decided to propose
additional rule-making. That could mean a broad range of
possible outcomes regarding the new rule. But the takeaway
here must be that the only thing certain at the moment, and
for the reasonably foreseeable future, is that the new rule is in
effect, and you should act accordingly.
The second case is National Association of Home Builders
of the United States, et al. v. Perez et al., No. 5:17-cv-0009
(WD Okla.), in which Plaintiffs sued OSHA to prevent
implementation of the new injury and illness electronic
reporting rule, arguing that OSHA’s new, proposed, online
database violates employers’ First and Fifth amendment rights,
that its implementation exceeds OSHA’s authority, and that it is
otherwise unlawful.
On July 7, 2017, Defendant OSHA filed an Unopposed Motion
to Stay Proceedings, very similar that filed in the Texo case, in
11

Id., Memorandum Opinion and Order, Doc. 39, at 8 (11/28/2016).
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OSHA’S NEW RULE ON POST-INJURY DRUG TESTING (story continued from previous page)
which OSHA stated that the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
which resulted in the Stay in both cases, also proposes to
extend the deadline, to December 1, 2017, for employers to
submit the initial batch of electronic data previously required
by the new rule.

SO, CAN I STILL HAVE SAFETY INCENTIVES?
The New Rule applies largely the same reasoning to Employee
Safety Incentive programs as it does to post-incident drug
testing.
If your incentive program rewards employees solely for not
having workplace injuries, then you should visit with counsel
to determine if updates are needed; because there is a good
chance you are not in compliance. OSHA will almost certainly
deem that such a rule is a dis-incentive to employee reporting
of workplace injuries, because it will find that employees fear
reporting injuries, if they believe that, by doing so, they will
forfeit an incentive, or disqualify their co-workers. As with
other parts of the new rules, OSHA compliance officers will be
allowed to issue citations, even in the absence of an employee
complaint under Section 11(c).
And, just as with the Post-Incident Drug Testing Rule, this rule
governing incentive programs is currently in effect. However, it
is also subject to the same the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

that effectively stayed the two lawsuits discussed above. Thus,
while it might not be here to stay, it is here now, so be guided
accordingly.
If safety incentives are important to your culture, then work with
your legal counsel to devise ways to reward your employees,
while not running afoul of the new rule. Instead of rewarding
only the outcome (e.g.: one-year accident free); consider
rewarding those positive actions which lead to the outcome.
For example, provide incentives for attending safety meetings,
developing and presenting topics at those meetings,
successful completion of courses and certifications (e.g.: OSHA
10, CPR, portable defibrillator, and/or first aid training).
There are more possibilities than you might think, and nothing
in the New Rule precludes rewarding a positive outcome (e.g.:
no injuries for a certain period of time). However, under the
New Rule, your reward system cannot be based on rewarding
only the positive outcome. And, as always, OSHA culture will
offer greater support to such a plan developed with employee
input.
AUTHOR: Brian L. Benitez, Attorney and Counselor at
Law with the firm Cutler-Smith, P.C. He can be reached at
bbenitez@cutler-smith.com or 214-219-0800.

Thank You to Our Gold Level Sponsors!
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NSA OFFICERS
President – Tom McIndoe
Northeastern Subcontractors Association
(NESCA) AM Contracting, LLC
290 Elmwood Davis Road, Suite 290
Liverpool, NY 13088
315-457-0394
www.amcontracting.com
tmcindoe@verizon.net

ABOUT THE NSA
The National Subcontractors Alliance was formed to connect associations across
the United States that share a common purpose, and provide a forum to exchange
information and influence the national debate on construction issues.
Membership in NSA is open to any local, regional or state association that is
dedicated to promoting the interests and protecting the rights of construction
industry subcontractors. NSA member associations represent 4,000 businesses
in virtually every specialty trade, as well as companies that provide supplies and
services to the industry. Annual membership dues are currently $1,500 for any
association with fewer than 100 members; and $2,000 for organizations with more
than 100 members. All new members enjoy a first year membership rate of $500.
For more information about NSA, contact NSA’sExecutive Director Lynne Black at
866-889-9701, ext 22.

THE MISSION OF THE NSA
The mission of the National Subcontractors Alliance is to promote the exchange
of information between its member organizations, and to foster opportunities for
representation at the national level on industry issues.

ACTIVITIES
NSA connects construction industry leaders and provides a wealth of information
and resources to help build your local organization and promote the business
success of your members. Whether you are a staff executive or volunteer leader,
you will benefit from NSA’s many activities, including Annual Conference, Executive
Directors Network, Attorneys’ Council, NSA Today newsletter, participation in the
ConsensusDOCS coalition, Meridian One benefits program, and more.
NSA’s signature event is our two-day Annual Spring Conference, which features
a full agenda focusing on business and construction industry news and trends, as
well as association management issues and best practices. See back cover for
information on our 2018 Spring Conference in Tucson, Arizona.

THE MISSION OF THE NSA
The mission of the National Subcontractors Alliance is to promote the
exchange of information between its member organizations, and to foster
opportunities for representation at the national level on industry issues.
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Vice President – John Lloyd
Minnesota Subcontractors Association (MSA)
1123 Glenwood Avenue, Suite 100
Minneapolis, MN 55405
763-413-0669
www.lloyds-construction.com
jlloyd@lloyds-constuction.com
Secretary – Virginia “Ginny” McFarland
Association of Subcontractors & Affiliates
(ASA Chicago)
2200 East Devon, Suite 261
Des Plaines, IL 60081
847-827-8336
www.asachicago.org
ginny@asachicago.org
Treasurer – Carrie Edomm
Subcontractors Association of Metroplex
(SAM)
205 Sharon Street
Irving, TX 75061
972-438-1110
www.sam-dfw.org
execdir@sam-dfw.org
Executive Committee Member at Large –
Scott Grimes
Indiana Subcontractors Association (ISA)
8909 Purdue Road, Suite 130
Indianapolis, IN 46268
317-686-2663
www.indianasubcontractors.org
sgrimes@indianasubcontractors.org
Executive Committee Member at Large –
Hank Kita
Subcontractors Trade Association (STA)
1430 Broadway, Suite 1660
New York, NY 10018
212-398-6220
www.stanyc.com
hkita@stanyc.com
Past President – David Cannistraro
Associated Subcontractors of
Massachusetts (ASM)
J. C. Cannistraro, LLC
80 Rosedale Road, P.O. Box 413
Watertown, MA 02471
617-926-0092
www.cannistraro.com
davec@cannistraro.com
NSA Executive Director – Lynne Black
637 Vernon Odom Boulevard
Akron, OH 44307
866-889-9701 Ext. 22
www.nationalsubcontractors.com
director@nationalsubcontractors.com
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NSA SPRING CONFERENCE 2018
NSA’s SIGNATURE “Great Ideas” ANNUAL EVENT
Empowering you to grow stronger and achieve Excellence

April 24th – 26th, 2018
Tucson, Arizona
Associations make the world smarter, safer, and better!
The Ultimate Learning Experience with two full days of valuable information exchange with
colleagues from across the nation, together with informative sessions on construction industry
developments, keynote speakers, educational presentations on leadership, legislative updates,
and best practices in association governance and management.
Tailored to the needs of volunteer Association Leaders and Executive Staff, the Conference is open
to the leadership of any local, state or regional association dedicated to promoting and protecting
the rights and interests of specialty contractors in the construction industry.
This conference is designed for Association decision-makers as well as subcontractor leaders who
can influence the overarching approach, message, and plan for growth. All attendees are sure to
benefit from their experience.

JOIN US! FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Contact NSA Executive Director Lynne Black at
director@nationalsubcontractors.com or 866-889-8701.
Visit our website www.nationalsubcontractors.com
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